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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, reviews

some of the COVID jab data he’s presented to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention during various meetings.

For example, during the September 17, 2021, FDA VRBPAC (Vaccines and Related Biological

Products Advisory Committee) meeting,  Kirsch cited data suggesting 1 in 317 boys aged 16 to 17

will get myocarditis from the shots, and after a third booster, that number may be even higher. He

also cited data showing the PYzer shot kills far more people than it saves. I’ll provide more details

about that below.

Kirsch didn’t come into this due to some preconceived opinion about vaccines. He and his family

have all received two doses of the COVID jab. It wasn’t until after the fact that he started hearing

about problems from others that he started taking deep dives into the data. He explains:

“After I got vaccinated, a woman asked me, ‘Should I get vaccinated?’ And I said, ‘Of

course, you should. This is the safest thing ever. Nobody's died and there are no side

effects. You've got to get this modern technology.’ I'm singing from the hymn book.

And then she said something that threw me off course because I said, ‘Why are you asking

such a stupid question?’ And she said, ‘Well, three of my relatives got the vaccine and they

died within a week.’ I said, ‘No, no, that can't be true. There's no way that can happen.’

I'm trying to convince her that she's mistaken, that it must have been something else. I

wrote her saying, ‘Statistically, you can't have three people dying from the vaccine, which

doesn't kill anyone.’ And she wrote back and she said, ‘Yeah, but they're dead.’

That was a game-changing moment for me ... but I was still in denial ... I was operating

[from the position] that the FDA is still operating the same [conservative] way [they used to

before], but they're not ... nor did I understand that the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention is now mission driven, and the mission is to get a needle in every arm. My trust

was in the agencies.

The next incident involved my carpet cleaner, Tim Damroth. He showed up wearing a mask.

And I'm saying, ‘Hey, you should all get vaccinated. Once you get vaccinated you don't have

to wear a mask.’ And he said, ‘Well, I did get vaccinated, but I had an extreme reaction. I had

a heart attack two minutes after I got injected.’ He also described that his wife had

[developed] Parkinson's-like symptoms. Her left hand was shaking uncontrollably.”

The Price Truth-Tellers Pay

The data are ultimately what convinced him that people must be told the truth about these shots

because, without that, they cannot give informed consent. He’s sacriYced a lot to do just that,

including professional relationships and millions of dollars in lost income.

“I basically put my life on hold and started looking in the various databases and talking to

people to understand what was going on,” Kirsch says. “And every place I looked, [the truth]

became more clear to me. And so, on May 25, 2021, I wrote this 250-page article for

TrialSiteNews. It may be the longest article for TrialSiteNews ever published.

When I wrote that article, within a week, every member of my [COVID-19 Early Treatment

Fund’s] scienti\c advisory board quit — there were 14 scientists from all over the United

States and in different \elds with different expertise. They said I was ‘an evil person’ and

that they never wanted to talk to me again in their life.

I pleaded with them, saying, ‘Look, if I've got the analysis wrong, then tell why can’t you tell

me where I got it wrong.’ And they wouldn't say anything. They just said, the vaccines are

safe and I should be ashamed of myself.”

Kirsch also created and submitted a 177-page PDF slideshow to the October 26, 2021, VRBPAC

hearing, titled, “Questions About the COVID Vaccine.”  It’s an absolute treasure trove of information

and I would encourage you to review this great resource that he is updating in real time.

VAERS Data Likely Off by Factor of 41

In his video, “Vaccine Secrets: COVID Crisis,”  the Yrst episode of “The False Narrative Takedown

Series,” Kirsch explains how to estimate COVID jab mortality, which he and a team of statisticians

have done based on a variety of sources, including but not limited to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse

Events Reporting System (VAERS).

Kirsch estimates VAERS reporting is off by a factor of 41, and that anywhere from 150,000 to

300,000 Americans have died from the COVID shots.

“We looked at eight different ways and VAERS is just one of the ways. So, when people say,

‘You can't use VAERS for this, you can't [calculate] causality [based on VAERS data], I'm

saying, ‘Fine. We got the same answer using seven other ways.

In the VAERS analysis, we determined that VAERS was under-reported by a factor of 41,

which is quite reasonable ... Ten years ago we had a system where we could actually

discover all the unreported things in VAERS, and they discovered VAERS was severely

underreported by as much as 95 times. Vaccines that we thought were safe, they're not

safe at all. So, what did they do? They killed the project.

So, the reason that we have such a bad system today is that it is intentional. If we had a

good system, it would show all the aaws for all of these vaccines that we've been giving

people.”

The system is clearly intentionally designed from a technical standpoint to radically decrease the

number of cases entered. It takes more than 30 minutes to complete a single report and you can’t

save it until completed, so if you walk away and get timed-out, you have to start all over.

Kirsch knows a neurologist in California who claims to have 2,000 COVID jab-injured patients (out

of a client base of 20,000), but she’s only Yled two reports to VAERS. She doesn’t have time for the

rest. So, she’s under-reporting by a factor of 1,000. Also, while doctors are required by law to Yle

adverse event reports, there’s no enforcement, and no punishment for not Yling.

It is also important to note that no one is paid to enter this data. That could be a part time job for

most clinicians, were they to responsibly report all the side effects and deaths.

COVID Shots Are Far Deadlier Than the Infection

Overall, his team’s calculations suggest we’re killing 411 people per million doses (and remember

Moderna and PYzer are both two-dose regimens), worldwide. And that’s just the short-term

mortality. We still have no concept of how these shots might impact mortality in the longer term.

To put things into further perspective, October 21, 2021, an Italian investigation found that by

changing the COVID mortality deYnition to only include cases where COVID-19 was the primary

cause of death and there were no comorbidities decreased the death toll by 97%, from 130,000 to

fewer than 4,000.

Kirsch believes the real death tally from COVID-19 in the U.S. may be about 50% of the reported

number. This means about 380,000 Americans died from COVID-19 (rather than with COVID),

whereas the COVID “vaccine” has killed as many as 300,000. In other words, it’s possible that the

cure may be worse than the disease.

COVID Shot Is the Deadliest ‘Vaccine’ Ever Created

It gets even worse though. In PYzer’s children’s trial, one of the participants, 12-year-old Maddie De

Garay, suffered a number of devastating events, including paralysis. This side effect was

misreported, however, and put down as “abdominal pain.” Neither the FDA nor the CDC has

investigated the case, despite promising to do so. PYzer has refused to investigate it as well.

“ These COVID vaccines are over 800 times
deadlier than the deadliest vaccine in human
history. So, this isn't a close call. These vaccines are
the deadliest vaccines ever created by man. And
they're promoted as safe and effective. ~ Steve
Kirsch”

In the youth trial, 1 out of 1,131 children was paralyzed. Meanwhile, PYzer’s adult trial shows that

the shot saves one COVID death for every 22,000 fully-vaccinated people. But for children, it’s

estimated we need to fully vaccinate over 630,000 kids to save one life. That means we may

permanently disable as many as 557 kids per life saved. Meanwhile, there’s not a single report of a

healthy child dying from SARS-CoV-2 infection anywhere in the world.

This means the number needed to vaccinate to save one otherwise healthy child from COVID death

is actually inYnite, as they’re not dying from COVID to begin with. There simply is no doubt that in

children, the COVID shot is no beneYt and all risk. Kirsch notes:

“Dr. Paul Obt was interviewed 20 years ago on ‘CBS 60 Minutes,’ and he said the smallpox

vaccine is so dangerous that we would never consider doing that in modern times. It's the

most dangerous vaccine ever invented ... and the smallpox vaccines only kills one person

per every million-people vaccinated, which is a lot.

You vaccinate 300 million people, you're going to kill 300 people. That is unacceptable

according to Obt, but he just voted for a vaccine that kills 822 people per million fully

vaccinated [assuming a two-dose regimen].

That means these COVID vaccines are over 800 times deadlier than the deadliest vaccine

in human history. So, this isn't a close call. These vaccines are the deadliest vaccines ever

created by man. And they're promoted as safe and effective.”

COVID Shot Gets Deadlier the Younger You Are

Based on a request from Dr. Peter McCullough, Kirsch also analyzed COVID jab mortality based on

age using the VAERS data. For 80-year-olds, he found we kill two people to save one. For 20-year-

olds, we kill six to save one.

The younger you are, the greater the risk. The Kostoff analysis  found this general pattern as well.

Ronald N. Kostoff is a research agliate in Gainesville, Virginia, who in 2016 wrote an expert review

on under-reporting of adverse events in the biomedical literature.

In a review published in October 2021, Kostoff found Yve elderly are killed by the shots for each

elderly person saved, and the ratios get worse as you go down in age. That said, “the vaccines don't

make sense for any age group, which is exactly the same thing I found independently,” Kirsch says.

“Nobody should get these vaccines. There is no cost-bene\t analysis that I have seen that

shows it is bene\cial ... I mean, you're not going to take an intervention that is just as likely

to kill you as to save you.

You want to take an intervention which is at least 10 times more likely to save you than to

kill you, because it's an optional intervention. What kind of business do you have taking an

intervention which has a marginal bene\t for a completely unknown short- and long-term

risk pro\le?

The other thing I want to say is that, the societal bene\t argument, people are saying,

‘You're sel\sh because you didn't get vaccinated.’ Well, that's irrational.

Have you ever seen a CDC analysis showing you the societal bene\t of being vaccinated? It

doesn't exist. And there's a reason it doesn't exist, because the societal bene\t would be so

tiny that it’s ludicrous. Today, we know the vaccinated are as likely to spread the virus as

the unvaccinated. So where is the societal bene\t?

If there are no downsides [to the shot], then people would say, sure, maybe there's some

societal bene\t. I'll do that. But here your life is at stake and the data show that roughly 1 in

1,000 will get killed by these vaccines. So, if I say, hey, suppose sacri\cing your life could

save 100 person years (e.g., 10 people given another 10 years of life).

When I asked this live in a clubhouse room with a few hundred people, nobody raised their

hand to volunteer to do that — to sacri\ce their life to save 100 person years. And I said,

‘OK, what about 1,000 person years? If you could sacri\ce your life to save people 1,000

person years, would you do it? Nobody would do that. It's nonsensical.

We have a constitutional right to life ... And I don't think you're being sel\sh about it. You

have a family, you have friends, you have loved ones, you have people you interact with ...

Why would I ask you to sacri\ce your life? To save people you don’t know?

Everybody has their own special way that they contribute to society. Why would we ever ask

somebody to [sacri\ce their life for a potential social bene\t]? Maybe we should ask Joe

Biden, ‘Joe, if you could give up your life to save 1,000 person-years, would you do that?’ It

would be very interesting to see what he says.”

CDC Performs Statistical Magic, Again

Countering all of this data we have a recent CDC analysis,  which concluded that people who get

the COVID shot are two-thirds less likely to die of any cause. 

“I sent Janet Woodcock my deck of 180 questions. I said, ‘Janet, I bet you can't answer any

of these 180 questions. Doesn't this concern you?’ She sends back an email saying, ‘Look

at the CDC analysis, showing that after you get the jab, there's this two-thirds drop in

mortality.’

My friends and I, when we saw in that paper, we were laughing our heads off over here. The

stats on 18- to 44-year-olds [show] 35% die from accidents. The rest die from disease —

cancer, heart disease, whatever.

The only way to get a two-thirds reduction [in all-cause mortality] is if nobody dies from

anything anymore — any disease — and we also reduce the number of accidents that they

have ... This is the immortality drug. All kidding aside, there's no mechanism of action that

could possibly justify that people are going to be better off from a health perspective after

getting these vaccinations. Zero.

Nothing is improved. You are not immortal. You are just the opposite; your immune system

is compromised. You're also more likely to get COVID. In the U.K., the government numbers

show that 40-year-olds, after the honeymoon period is over, were more than twice as likely

to get infected if they were vaccinated.

In the U.S., you have hospitals where you have a 50% community vaccination rate and the

hospital admissions are 90% vaccinated people. You can't make these statistics up.

In fact, the CDC was confronted by these statistics by Aaron Siri, who wrote about it on his

substack, and they just ignored them. So, they make up stuff [and] this paper shows the

CDC can put out anything and as long as it has that little CDC logo on it, people are going to

believe it no matter how ridiculous it is.

And nobody in the medical community criticized it. I wrote a very popular article about it on

my substack entitled, ‘FDA Discovers Fountain of Youth.’”

Biggest Fraud in History

All things considered, the COVID vaccination campaign is the biggest medical fraud in modern

history. As Kirsch says, it’s a house of cards, held together by belief in data that aren’t there and

avoidance of confronting the safety signals in the VAERS system and other studies that don’t

comport with the narrative.

They even avoided the determination of one of the world’s top pathologists (Peter Schirmacher)

that at least 30% to 40% of the deaths two weeks post-vaccine were caused by the vaccine. The still

claim there are no deaths that have been attributed to the PYzer or Moderna vaccines. That’s

ridiculous.

“I've never seen anything like this, and I've never heard of anything like this because the

conspirators who are telling this false narrative are all the three-letter agencies under the

Department of Health and Human Services — the FDA, CDC and NIH.

They're all in on it, Congress is all in on it, mainstream media's all in on it, and the medical

community is all in on it. They can’t afford to back down now because they are in it too

deep. It would be too embarrassing to them.

We have been saying for months, ‘You guys have to look at the VAERS data,’ and they have

been ignoring and censoring us rather than engaging us with dialogue — and none of these

people will engage us in dialogue.

We tell the so-called ‘fact checkers’ where to look and what questions to ask the CDC to

verify our stories and they never follow up. The ‘fact checkers’ all refuse to get on a

recorded phone or Zoom call since they don’t want to be exposed as being biased.

One strategy for changing this is that we're going to run a series of ads. Each of the ads will

feature a unique personality, like a Dr. Peter McCullough, a sports \gure, doctors, victims

and so on. They'll relate their personal anecdotes for what's happened to them. And they

will say, ‘Look, before you get vaccinated, check the facts. Listen to the other side of the

story.’

It's a reasonable ask. And we’ll direct them where to go to hear the side of the story that the

mainstream media aren’t allowing them to hear. And then we let them make up their own

mind. People aren't hearing the other side of the story, and the White House is helping

suppress it. When the White House has a hit list of censorship, it's very clear what is going

on. When in history have we done that?

Do you ever see McCullough on CNN? No, because they want to give you only one side and

they're deliberately giving you only one side of it, and they know it. If they want to give the

impression they are balanced, they’ll pick someone who isn’t an expert and interview them.

Robert Malone is never going to be on CNN. Malone invented the mRNA vaccine and yet he

doesn’t qualify to talk about it on CNN?

America used to be a country that embraced a diversity of views, and you had freedom of

speech, you had freedom to express your opinion. You had the freedom to tell the truth. No

more. That freedom has been taken away.

If you don't agree with the mainstream narrative, you're silenced. And so, what we're going

to do is run the series of ads, and we'll only be able to run it on alternate media because the

mainstream media won't run our ads because the ads encourage people to hear the other

side of the issue.”

More Information

Again, you can download Kirsch’s 177-page PDF, jam-packed with questions and data on the COVID

“vaccine.” I also urge you to review his “False Narrative Takedown” (TFNT) series, which you can

Ynd on his Rumble channel.

You can also peruse his website, skirsch.io, or follow him on his social media accounts, which

include Twitter, Gab, Telegram and LinkedIn. To keep on top of his latest investigations, you can

subscribe to his Substack channel. If you can afford it, consider signing up for a paid subscription.

Select articles can also be found on TrialSiteNews.

“Substack is really important because they don’t censor people who tell the truth,” Kirsch

says. “So, I really encourage people to support platforms like Substack. I also get a portion

of that, and any money I get, I will donate 100% to funding ads and to \ghting this. If we

can get 100,000 subscribers at $5 a month, that's $500,000 a month we can spend to

combat false narrative. That's serious \re power.

People ask me, why am I doing this? I'm not making any money off of this. I have no

conaicts of interest. I have no history as a conspiracy theorist or spreader of

misinformation. We’ve lost all our friends. I was forced out of my job because I wanted to

speak out against the vaccines.

I'm losing money on this because I'm funding a lot of the things out of my personal

pocketbook. The donors that donated to the early treatment fund, none of them, not a

single one, is supporting the effort to get the truth out about how dangerous these

vaccines are and how wrong the mandates are.

My motivation is a 100% on saving lives. That's my reward in life. If I can save one life, my

life was worth living. If I can save 100 lives, even better. If I can save 100,000 lives, that is

more meaningful than anything I’ve ever done or will do.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,296 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Catholic Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano who has gained worldwide admiration for chastising Catholic Church leaders over issues

including the abuse of children, makes it clear that he rejects the vaccine on safety and moral grounds. Vigano calls the vaccine

"ABSOLUTELY IMMORAL" AND SAYS THAT "THERE IS A DUTY TO REFUSE IT CATEGORICALLY." ...... in the link
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AFTER SECOND COVID SHOT, SWEDISH STUDY SHOWS According to a 34-page preprint paper on vaccine effectiveness, published in The

Lancet, 3,939 of 4.03 million Swedes who received the second dose of a COVID vaccine died less than two weeks later.
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Yes, Tracy, we need the independent media to spread the truth. Podcast goliath Joe Rogan has accused Google of covering up

information about vaccine-related deaths, saying he could only Ynd legitimate articles on the subject when he used other search

engines. Speaking to journalist Alex Berenson, who has been attacked by the left-wing media for simply asking questions about

the egcacy of COVID vaccines. “And I'm like,‘ Okay, this is crazy. ’Like, you guys are hiding information. I'm looking for very speciYc

people and very speciYc cases, and I'm getting CDC websites, and I'm getting articles on the disinformation attached to vaccines,

and vaccines being safe and effective, which for the most part they are, just like peanuts are safe and effective for the most part.
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Yes, Stan, the donkey is following the carrot that represents the "vaccines" promoted by misinformation. Now the carrot is being

promoted to uninformed parents, but we have positive reactions: A coalition of concerned parents, business leaders, teachers and

other professionals throughout California have founded The Unity Project in opposition to California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s plan to

impose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate on the state’s K-12 students once the U.S. Food and Drug Administration fully authorizes
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friends in similar circumstances. Even many innocent children are being victimized. Sometimes I feel like an abused child.  I live in

a country where I cannot legally go to a restaurant or cafe with my wife lest I am Yned - and the cafe owner is also subject to Ynes

and even closure. I have many friends in the arts, but I cannot legally attend their showings or performances. I cannot travel on
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COVID Shots Are the Deadliest 'Vaccines' in Medical History
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Data suggest 1 in 317 boys aged 16 to 17 will get myocarditis from the COVID shots, and after a third booster, that number may be even

higher

*

VAERS reporting is likely underreported by a factor of 41. Since there are over 8,000 domestic deaths reported to VAERS, and 98% of those

deaths are “excess deaths,” this suggests that as many as 300,000 Americans may have died from the COVID shots thus far

*

Calculations based on government data from 35% of the world’s population suggest we’re killing approximately 411 people per million

doses on average. Moderna and PYzer are both two-dose regimens, which pushes this to 822 deaths per million fully vaccinated. And that’s

just the short-term mortality. We still have no concept of how these shots might impact mortality and morbidity in the longer term

*

An Italian investigation found that if the COVID mortality deYnition were changed to only include those cases where there were no

preexisting comorbidities, the mortality from COVID comes out to just 2.9% of the overall reported number. This suggests that if a COVID

death was redeYned to being a death actually “from” COVID rather than “with” COVID, the death count could be substantially smaller than

760,000 deaths and may be smaller than the number killed by the vaccines

*

The deadliest vaccine ever made is the smallpox vaccine, which killed 1 in 1 million vaccinated people. The COVID shots kills 822 per

million fully vaccinated, making it more than 800 times deadlier than the deadliest vaccine in human history

*
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and even closure. I have many friends in the arts, but I cannot legally attend their showings or performances. I cannot travel on

public transportation. I cannot attend public sports events nor any indoor public celebration.  Although I am, at present, allowed to

attend church services, even church leaders are required to enforce rules on capacity and behavior, irregardless of religion.

Many of my friends have chosen to submit to round after round of medical abuse and oppression at steadily shrinking intervals,

with no end in sight.  Some have become so conditioned and confused that they are joining the oppressive forces that reject and

oppress perfectly natural and innate behaviors in myself and others like me. Others are beginning to recognize the nonsense and

the danger and waking up, saying they will not submit, and will not oppress, even as they unconsciously verbalize support for those

who oppress in statements like, "They are only doing their job." There appears to be no escape. Country after country around the

world is being victimized, is victimizing their citizens without even a hint of legal process. There appear to be no leaders, as if this

oppression has come down from the heavens. But all of the rules are made and enforced by humans.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Gui, while mainstream media still has it's thumb on the scale pushing one size Yts all & the many front line caretakers & 'essential'

workers have been hesitant to even raise an eyebrow towards the full story or truth, the cracks are growing. Here the general public

though often in hushed tones are picking up and sharing the truth, the so called cures are causing the negatives. By so many

metrics our Modern World has been on a many decades long death march. The Jab/s are the distraction to fog the reality's of not

only the Jab/s but Yfty years of ever growing destruction, dis-ease, disabilities, & death, much if not most directed by would be

Napolean's, Fraudci & Gates, who most likely backed by Vanguard, Blackrock with no doubt others yet to be discovered.

And,, these methods do not stop at the door of Big Pharma, Legacy Media, all the Too Big's, similar or same methods paper over

reality's so many are dealing with just getting through the day have little time to chase down the truth. The most affected most

likely rarely see Legacy Media & just get repeated word of mouth ogcial misinformation promoted as the one & only ogcial truth.

Yesterdays article about resetting the banking system is just one of many oh no we would never do that, Trust Us, is just one more

truth uncovered by Doc.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all you do Guillermou! I always look forward to your awesome knowledge and links that you share, and take the time

to share with our community. It just amazes me how many people are so brainwashed about the whole covid scam. I saw a video

yesterday that proves this whole thing was planned out years ago. The poster had a box that a shot came in that clearly showed

the manufacture date of 2017! The box clearly had "covid 19 vaccine" printed on it. It is getting to get to a point where it could go

kinetic worldwide. People are waking up to the death and destruction these poison jabs are causing.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Tracy, even hospitals are losing a large chunk of their medical staff who resign or are Yred for refusing the vaccine. These are

the nurses who have seen what the vaccine does to patients. Being closely informed, they prefer unemployment to vaccination.

They lie that children are in such danger from Covid that they need to be forcibly vaccinated. They lie that unvaccinated people and

people who have recovered from Covid and have natural immunity are dangerous to everyone else and should be excluded from

school, work, restaurants, sporting events, concerts, public transportation. , travel to other countries, all to be applied for Covid

Passports. The passport itself is a crazy idea considering the 8 months of protection that Dr. Fauci assigns to the "vaccine." A

passport that must be renewed every 8 months is a bureaucratic nightmare.

We are nodding to tyrannical governments. Demonstrations and riots across Europe against lockdowns and the covid passport. In

the last hours there have been signiYcant concentrations in Austria, Denmark or Croatia, while the Netherlands has experienced its

second night of riots The worst encounter is an authoritarian government that violates civil and constitutional rights to impose its

will, and does not count on the people. Democracy inevitably goes through the phases of demagoguery and dictatorship, since

there is almost nonexistent democratic participation where there is only room for the exercise of citizenship in the elections,

although these are decided by the media powers of the oligarchies.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Just, with submission to tyranny, freedoms diminish with each passing day. The masters of the world try to make people feel

good and responsible when they do their bidding, and in recent decades they have become increasingly obedient and submissive.

The chimera called Covid-19 has fostered and promoted the path of domination over the obedient masses, who contemplate their

destiny with resignation, highlighting the criminal spirit of the planet's leaders

We have the right to freedom of expression, the right to protest, the right to challenge government irregularities, the right to

self-defense, accountability and transparency in government, privacy, the media, bodily integrity, a government representative of

the American people. The American people are being spied on, subjected to all kinds of intrusions, misinformed, hypnotized due to

the Covid process and the path to the Great Reset. The media are a large part of this serious problem.

Vanguard, and BlackRock are the primary owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass

messages on television, in newspapers, on social media platforms, and run the major sites. web of "news" and "Covid". Ynd it when

you google or go to YouTube for information. These moguls own 1,600 US companies and are the ones who inform the world

about the "safety and egcacy" of the bogus "vaccine."
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Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM
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It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases who created an engineered form of the spike protein that was said to be unable to make the shape change

required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2 making the spike protein "safe" for vaccination, however new research is showing

that the spike protein ALONE, without the presence of infectious virus, can cause the heart in=ammation and also interaction with

endothelial cells through a non-infective mechanism involving activation of CD147 receptor signalling... even without any direct

infection of the cells themselves!

The CD147 receptor also is involved with the other known main reported negative effects such as blood clotting, involved with

cancer and a tumor's malignant progression, invasiveness, and metastasis, and the changes of women's cycle. Its also involved

with reduction in the mRNA expression of ACE2 and type I interferons, can make the blood brain barrier leaky, and wreaking havoc

in the DNA repair mechanism of cells, suppressing DNA repair among some of the many research papers.  We appear to be dealing

with a pathogenic spike protein in which delivery is being done through vaccination, and the spike protein (along with the Lipid

Nanoparticles which are also highly in=ammatory) are what is causing the covid-19 symptoms and subsequent new diagnosed

cases of covid-19 according to the research, as well as able to be causing the heart issues, blood clotting etc shortly after being

vaccinated. So the spike protein is showing to be PRODUCING all the exact same symptoms of the very illness it is supposed to be

protecting the people from, including the cytokine storm. This spike is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in

the COVID-19 vaccines by Johnson & Johnson, Novavax, PYzer/BioNTech, and CureVac. The S1 spike protein has also been found

in CD16+ monocytes even 15 months later to consider
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Gui...we can only imagine how high the death toll will go, once ADE/Pathogenic Priming kicks in! The idea that "they" can't reverse

their stance now; because it's gone too far, is right on the money! P.S. We're all being "punished" for choosing to take care of our

own health. How did we get to this point?
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Thanks Big, yes, event 201 happened 10 weeks before the coronavirus pandemic actually started near Anthony Fauci's

NIAID-funded high-security virology lab in Wuhan, China. Participants with con=icts of interest, whose agenda was discussed ad

nauseam by all the media. It was the Yrst step towards building a false consensus on the possible spread of the disease that

began on January 30, 2020 with the decision of the WHO to declare a Public Health Emergency of International Importance

(ESPII). The call for an ESPII was a fraudulent decision by the Director General of the WHO, Dr. Tedros because on January 30,

2020 there were 83 positive cases of Covid outside of China for a population of 6.4 billion people.

What can be seen in the link diagram is that the registered Covid positive cases were extremely low. There was absolutely no

justiYcation for initiating the shutdown as a means to combat a non-existent "pandemic." Starting on March 11, 2020, after the

lockdown, national governments were urged to implement the PCR-RT test on a massive scale, with a view to increasing the

number of positive covid cases worldwide. This link does a detailed analysis of a pandemic that does not exist.

www.globalresearch.ca/the-covid-19-pandemic-does-not-exist/5760903  (10 November 2021)
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Thanks DATA, you always contribute interesting studies. Yes, "the spike protein is PRODUCING the exact same symptoms of the

same disease that it is supposed to protect people from, including the cytokine storm." Showing more damage from "vaccines":

While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused by low levels of exposure to ionizing radiation, vaccinated people can

barely make the repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are two major DNA repair pathways that not only

continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive immune cell functions,” the study explains about

one such DNA repair component that is negatively impacted by the presence of spike proteins.

Cancer rates will skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they die, deaths can be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It

is highly unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage

in sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases. We are in the

degeneration of the human race. www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021)

www.mdpi.com/.../htm
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Great links, Guillermou!  Is it possible that the Catholic Church has invested in the vaccines? They have gone against any "moral

decency" they had left and supported vaccination even though it is common knowledge that the vaccines were either tested, or

produced, using human cell lines from aborted fetuses...  Is there anything else you can think of why the Catholic Church is

pushing for vaccination?
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Thanks Randy, let's hope that in the end the children are not sacriYced with the genetic weapons when the parents are well

informed. Children's Health Defense (CDH) and the Parental Rights Foundation resubmitted a lawsuit on behalf of four parents on

Monday challenging the DC Minor Consent Act as unconstitutional. The law contains multiple provisions designed to mislead

parents and hide the fact that children have been vaccinated, even against the parents' written religious exemption.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-parental-rights-foundation-law..  (11/19/21)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks BeckMack, very true human cell lines from aborted fetuses. We are left with the message of the Catholic Archbishop Carlo

Maria Vigano and many other members and faithful of the church who defend personal integrity and the rejection of “vaccines”. An

article about it. blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/11/08/a-billion-catholics-covid-vaccines-..
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Gui, they should be asking you with their question.  "Whats going on, athletes dropping like =ies, heart disease among young

athletes?"  This 5 minute video with a song asking whats going on.  Check it out.  The song & headlines brought me to tears.

 www.globalresearch.ca/video-whats-going-on-athletes-dropping-like-=ie..
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steelj
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Versatile, I feel so sorry for you.  It's nothing like that where I live in the midwest of the USA.  So far at least.  It seems the

momentum is shifting a bit in our favor for now, so I hope things get better for you.  Unfortunately, I fear the only thing that will Yx

what's so badly broken is mass fatalities and crippling, way beyond the levels we've seen so far. "There appear to be no leaders, as

if this oppression has come down from the heavens."  It does seem that way doesn't it?  I've never been religious, but it's

impossible to miss how there seems to be an other-worldly, Luciferian force at work.  Every institution in Western civilization is so

controlled by dark, evil forces that can only destroy all that's good, it's hard to completely explain this phenomenon otherwise.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Gui- As the MSM is hopelessly compromised and therefore of no use. I am going  to attempt to contact  Mr.  Kirsh and suggest the

use of billboards. Use a message to make people THINK - Penetrate the fog, open their minds. We have to think outside of the box.

 (I would not mind going to work for him either, in InfoSec. ) Peace.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Are you a Vaxist?   Vaxism is the new Racism dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/20/are-you-a-vaxist-vaxism-is-the-new-racism/  Archbishop

Viganò: Global Appeal for Anti-Globalist Alliance Against the New World Order

dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/21/archbishop-vigano-global-appeal-for-anti-glo..  UK Covid Testing Company Plans to Sell Customers

DNA For Medical Research dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/19/uk-covid-testing-company-plans-to-sell-custo..
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM
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I am surprised to read this.. as here in Australia the Cairns  Bishop was quoted saying tht he “condemns 'ignorant, divisive'

parishioners peddling anti-vaccine myth’ Also it is reported that the group of the “ global elite”  behind this fraud on humanity and

genocide includes the Pope…  I read of only One Anglican Priest here who has publicly stated that he will NOT get the shot but only

because it contains aborted fetal matter..

There are thousands of Doctors and epidemiologist grouping together, equal number of Law professionals… they say this is

nothing but Genocide, and to hold the line and they are prosecuting …here in Australia we have had a “fabulous “ weekend with

hundreds of thousands of people joining to say NO to this mandatory non vax and demanding our Freedoms back… at least NO

arrests this time around… but the demonstrations in some states are NOT reported on at all… and people still under threat of losing

their jobs, especially in Education, Health care where we have virtually thousands in various states, again this number is NOT

reported by the media… that are on the side line all DO NOT CONSENT and are disappointed as they want to get back to the job

they are passionate about>>  

A South Australian senior nurse was on video telling the present reporters why are you not reported the true numbers… the people

in ICU are 90% double vaxxed, the healthcare workers opposing this mandatory jab are in the thousands not 100… so the Yght goes

on. And we must NOT consent, NOT check in every step of where we are going about our life….As we see in this article the number

of future sick people must be of real concern to those that were thinking they are doing the right thing… and now… may be one

more repeat MD visitor. We do not have a health system  but a very healthy “sickness industry” get them sick and keep them

managed”, starts at birth and continues till the end…. Disgusting that any University degree for Medicine do NOT contain natural

health
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Achmed thanks… uh… “interviews”, President Joe Biden https://youtu.be/NZVYqU02ZDM  Let me know in the comments what

Achmed bit “keels” you? Get the vaccine, taste the rainbow, zoom zoom.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM
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They've been schooled! rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you believe Biden, Fauci,  Gates and other didn't get the vaccine?  I personally believe they did, because I've learned to never

underestimate the stupidity of such men.  Other here think they didn't.  I think they're overestimating such people.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love the Archbishop for his dedication, his humbleness and honesty to come out and say the truth.....We were former Catholics

who left the church 15 years ago because we started to see the collaboration between the Church and Government.......we still

however are Christians who follow Bible truth...and what is happening now globally and in the Catholic Church and other churches

is ALL prophesied in the Bible.  It truly is amazing how it is all unfolding according to the Bible.  The good news, however, is that

God has already won the battle thanks to sacriYce of his son, Jesus Christ and we will be delivered from this evil.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"PYzer shot kills far more people than it saves". The nanobot shot is NOT saving anyone from anything! "The thief comes to Steal,

Kill, and Destroy"! This has to be the most evil time in history!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it is YOUR life and YOUR responsibility to be informed - if something is labelled as a POISON and a danger symbol like a skull and cross

bone placed on the label for those that are so illiterate that they cannot comprehend what the word POISON means then these people are

vulnerable to allowing themselves to be administered with POISON -

Dr Mercola has indicated umpteen times that these injected VENOMOUS potions also known as MRNA vaccines are poisonous - is the

word "POISON" incomprehensible to YOU!! - some people display a DEATH WISH that is SUICIDAL in its application - if Dr Mercola is

wrong why are so many dying or being mortally injured - adults should protect and guide their children from the iniquities of life

threatening PROPAGANDA - propaganda is a form of UNTRUTH - untruth is another word for LYING - where is the controversy in all this -

 know you are being LIED to then act as if this has some meaning  - only BRAIN DEAD ZOMBIES deny the truth - switch off the TV and

rather go for a walk - stop eating the Junk and rather go for a walk - stop believing nonsense and develop your ability to THINK - it is

YOUR obligation to save your soul not Pharma's
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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“ These vaccines are the deadliest vaccines ever created by man. And they're promoted as safe and effective”  And to add to your

recommendations, Stan, how about a large glass of cognitive dissonance for Christmas?  Merry Christmas if you live in Gibralter

(part of the UK although located in Southern end of the  Spanish peninsula).  Christmas is banned after a  massive rise  in Covid-19

 “Cases”.  Depends of course what test was used to determine “cases” and what exactly the population is suffering from. The

editors of the article cast doubt  about the existence of the condition known as “Covid-19” which they think could be a form of

in=uenza. Warnings were issued previously about high levels of injection with the mRNA “vaccine” in the population without

natural immunity development could result in further spread of infection. Cheers!

principia-scientiYc.com/most-vaxxed-country-bans-christmas-after-mass..
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM
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Unfortunately, the skull & cross bones would be on real food the way things are going .  It's already illegal to sell raw / whole milk in

may parts of the USA.  THINK ???   The populations are already a few steps from the movie Idiocracy. Society is so chemical-ized

and drugged up that thinking is a minority these days.  There are so many ppl we encounter that say '' I'M SAFE, I got the shots''.

Many ppl think the mRNA is a gift from the gods, another instant cure, a shield.  AND it was FREEEEEEEEEE. FREE is good. Watch

the Lewinski trials.  She made a comment in one. something to the effect "I can believe what is going on in this country (USA)''. No

different 2day...  Lets hope the Mercola of the world can wake up these programmed lemmings looking for the next freebie.
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Dramatic testimony about the poison of genetic weapons falsely called "vaccines". Michael, a former Gilroy resident, passed away

on November 1, 2021. I have never met a kinder and gentler man than my husband, Michael. Mike insisted that people know what

happened to him and caused his untimely and unexpected death. Mike's Message: “Many nurses and non-nursing staff begged my

wife and I to tell the public the truth about Covid-19 vaccines because the truth of vaccine deaths was hidden within the medical

profession. I promised I would get the message across. So here's my message: I was scared to get the vaccine for fear of dying. At

the insistence of my doctor, I gave in to the pressure to get vaccinated. On August 17, I received the Moderna vaccine and began to

feel ill three days later.

I never recovered, but I kept getting worse. I developed multi-system in=ammation and multi-system failure that medical

professionals were unable to stop. My muscles disappeared as if to disintegrate. I was in the ICU for several weeks and I was

stabbed with needles up to 24 times a day during those weeks, while receiving 6 or 7 IVs at the same time (continuously). It was a

constant torture that I cannot describe. They no longer treated me like a human being with feelings and a life. I was nothing more

than a human guinea pig from the covid vaccine and the doctors were excited to participate in my fascinating progression to

death. If you want to know more, ask my wife. I wish I had never been vaccinated. If you are not vaccinated, do not do it unless you

are ready to suffer and die. www.legacy.com/obituaries/name/michael-granata-obituary?pid=200579350&..
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spot on! What on earth has happened to such a large segment of the population? Including my own family....it absolutely bazes

me....their adherence to such BS and their avoidance of the TRUTH!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Cabochon - the apes of Gibraltar have decided that Life is Cancelled until further notice - it seems like a needle mania has swept

the rock - the CaseDemic FARCE has great appeal to these Latter Day Apes -/ -   I.M - there is consolation in numbers - if everybody

is stupid together then STUPIDITY is the norm - and the NORMIES love to be NORMAL - this is the Dance of the Hyenas all howling

together - the Three Monkeys symbolize the New Normal -/ -  Gui - very moving obituary of an innocent and worthy soul that was

murdered by the insistence of his doctor that he submit to the poison - what seems to be missing from this testimony is the name

of the doctor which should be banner headlined so that other unsuspecting members of the public should be warned that this

medical practitioner is part of the Death Squad that administers the Death Shot - RIP Michael -/ -   eileen - people are now

separated by their inclinations - those that eat the BULLSHIT and those that are repulsed by the BULLSHIT
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Hi Stanley, I truly share your frustrations. Perhaps the reason people are so susceptible to propaganda is that unlike a simple lie,

propaganda is so bold that it totally shuts down the normal "BS" detectors. It is so grand and so preposterous that it must be true...

but it is always the opposite of the truth. That has made it the weapon of choice for all dictatorships throughout history. It is going

to take a lot to recover from this assault by the spoiled, narcissistic, elite 'ruling class', but I think one key ingredient will involve

some serious deprogramming. The people around me are no longer just sheep, rather they are full =edged card carrying members

of the covidian death cult. Fear has reduced their brain function to that of a reptile and thus they can no longer respond to logic or

reason, thus arguments and debates are useless. Worse, they have lost the ability to access their higher emotions and spiritual

centers, so they are perfectly OK seeing their fellow humans put into boxcars and taken away to concentration camps. Things are

getting real bad real fast.
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hi CC David - long time no hear - yes, I agree with your analysis - the profound depth of the conditioned response has grown

incrementally - the technological reach has been primed so that the capacity to in=uence and affect human response has now

reached epic proportions - this is the deluge that Kerouac predicted - cheers
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Stanley - they do not know any better, can only refer to the directives coming down to them. So sad when more than a handful of

world-class epidemiologists may be willing to help these countries climb out. Giant gulf between govt-sponsored health care and

the top researchers, critical information CANNOT Ylter down. Blocked by the WHO along w other lockstep participants.
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rose, the CORRUPTION is funded by Pharma and IMF BRIBES - they take the money and so become part of the conspiracy - this

song echoes Kennedy's plea - www.youtube.com/watch   and after you've listened to that Dylan here is Alicia Keys version of a

Dylan song - www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
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Singing the blues this morning? Thanks for the links Stanley. Repeat of sentences from RFK Jr's new book - "Lamentably, Dr.

Fauci's failures to achieve public health goals during the COVID pandemic are not anomalous errors, but consistent with a

recurrent pattern of sacriYcing public health and safety on the altar of pharmaceutical proYts and self-interest. He consistently

prioritized pharmaceutical industry proYts over public health." Add'l - However Japan was able to denounce the Pharma bullying, by

returning contaminated vials (entire shipments) to Moderna, going back to ivermectin they reportedly knocked out the virus in

about 3 months, yes? So its got to be in the govt. contracts with Pharma that they cannot pull out - unless several more smart

researchers put the vial contents under microscopes and conYrm hairs and other contaminants that Dr. Richard Fleming has been

talking about, and starts shipping these back to the manufacturer.
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Stanley,  READ this one from Germany, today:  News COVID: Germany faces 'national emergency' -

www.dw.com/en/covid-germany-faces-national-emergency/a-59873728   Add this to Austria and the Netherlands.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Atta way Stan.!!!!!yeah,,,they used to have skull&bones on Iodine too.....IDK......but I been eating it for  about 75 years.. The more I

think about it Stanley......the more I get the Idea the FDA and CDC and the rest the US government is a board of LIARS.....I mean??.

Moonwalk??  known bag of bullsh!t.along with Da Mars lander and the rest of the NASA  crap....all a very expensive FRAUD...and

Da TV said it ...so it MUST be a fact......along with how much more wool pulled over millions if people eyes......like "eat da sugar

cube or you will live your life in a monster 'Iron Lung."......Lead Gas  is safe and governmt approved....when the smog was blinding

ya...and tobacco is not addictive.....and when the USA  nuked Japan.for Peace&freedom"  and wasted Vietnam and Laos for a

 decade killing Millions of citizens...65% were kids under 15.....Nuking Afghanistan with BunkerBuster bomb with Depleted

uranium...nice way usa got rid of DE....dump it in someone backyard.sneaky US ......and thousands of other LIES!!!!!!!!..........with the

latest.....Roll up dem sleeves  its SAFE!!!!!!!!....hahahaha....how much can one tolerate  before ya start to connect the dots????......

Oh that is right........the USA had to vapourize 440,000 Japanese citizens for Peace and Freedom....and save the usa from

what?...or them Old Commies in Vietnam.......to save the USA from???  the USA has had a communist party for

decades.......Hum????? and the USA had to meddle in Germany 'Nasty ol Hitler n they Nasty old ***....while the USA  sent billions to

the NAZI party from Prescott Bush......Humm.BHush like george bush and his eatSh!tFather......same Gang......
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Meantime.Stanley.......how about all dem"Indians"  the US Governmemt MURDERED in pl;aces like "Wounded Knee' or the 26

 'Indians" hung without any trial  dec 26 1865?  day after Christmas  so to not 'spoil the season'  in Minn.  ...or nthe million of so

'Indians" in Flordia martched for  a thousand miles to a reservation??  ..for 'peacen freedom??.... Bann DDT....send it to some other

country....cuz it kills birds........Or the great Jimmy Carter.....sending thousands of KNOWN Tainted blood to Canada's

hospitals..tainted with HIV-AIDS Virus..... and US Military testing Agent Purple on kids in Canada???  WTF?????? and I want to

"Trust the USA" ???  and the USA BigPharma?????    NOT a Chance !!!!...and what's  so bazaar is the STUPID Americans citizens

TRUST the USA......Man  talk about BRAIN DEAD..............man the USA's Propaganda is really effective..!!!  Joe Goebbels would be

ECSTATIC.....doing handstands.....
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stanleybecker
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rose, the use of asymptomatic CASES in Germany and Holland and Austria based on a derisory test that has been universally

discredited is depressing - the variants that have been decisively shown to be a result of the spike protein being administered by

the vaccination as a disease vector is being ignored by Pharma bribery and corruption - the politicians are all ON THE TAKE - this is

how I intepret the oppression of Germany/ Austria/ Netherlands - as to the Japs Yghting back - Hiroshima is still visible so that the

Japs have a lower credulity factor - glad you enjoyed the music

robb - I read Franz Fanon the French black psychiatrist's book "Black skins, White masks" about 55 years ago - what struck me then

was that Fanon disputed the fact that Marco Polo discovered China - this was my Yrst realization of White Man's History - nothing

you have said is surprising in that context - history is constantly revised - the key is human ignorance which accepts absurd

premises that history is written by the victors and is the consciousness of White Men - everything you have said is a consequence

of White Man's History
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Never try to tell the deluded, religious or addicted that their delusions suck. Wisdom and discernment are as variable as the

colours, shapes and I.Q.'s of the zombies. The vaxxed horses are already out of the barn... and it's OK. The lockdown [isolation] of

the prepared unvaxxed remnants and the "returned privileges" for the vaxxed [shedding] oblivious wanting to attend large crowds,

venues, and airports "to be able to travel" and take their "boosters" are well within in the rancher's plans... and maintaining a low

proYle while the globalist's eugenical weapons work their magic has also been "our" plan. The ranchers only seem like

psychopaths to the cattle who don't get eugenics and dark winters. More Ice Age (mini/maxi) famines/blackouts/black swans are

on the horizon... be concerned that this ongoing cull didn't turn out to be even more effective and extensive. Be the "ant" not the

"grasshopper". fablesofaesop.com/the-ant-and-the-grasshopper.html  

Are you a Vaxist?   Vaxism is the new Racism https://dailyexpose.uk/  2021/11/20/are-you-a-vaxist-vaxism-is-the-new-racism/

 The top ten signs that you might be a zombie Wednesday, October 19, 2011

www.naturalnews.com/033916_top_ten_signs_zombie.html  Vaccine Zombies www.bitchute.com/.../ND9wRTci4kVJ   Robert Felix

- Not By Fire But By Ice - Magnetic Reversals And Evolutionary Leaps www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~

www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca  ~ https://electroverse.net/
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datadragon
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Hello, darkness, my old friend I've come to talk with you again Because a vision softly creeping Left its seeds while I was sleeping

And the vision that was planted in my brain Still remains Within the sound of silence In restless dreams I walked alone Narrow

streets of cobblestone 'Neath the halo of a streetlamp I turned my collar to the cold and damp When my eyes were stabbed by the

=ash of a neon light That split the night And touched the sound of silence And in the naked light I saw Ten thousand people, maybe

more People talking without speaking People hearing without listening People writing songs that voices never share No one dared

Disturb the sound of silence.... "Fools," said I, You do not know Silence like a cancer grows Hear my words that I might teach you

Take my arms that I might reach you. But my words like silent raindrops fell... And echoed in the wells... of silence

www.youtube.com/watch
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beautiful song Data - one of the great songs of the 60s
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Cabochon; all prior attempts at using mRNA technology, failed miserably. It's STILL FAILING MISERABLY!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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By now, most of you know Eric Clapton  was vaxine-injured.  Van Morrison carries on…

Van Morrison, Clapton songs…

Stand and deliver

Born free

No more lockdown

www.songfacts.com/.../stand-and-deliver  

independentminute.com/2021/12/04/this-music-legend-spoke-out-against-v..
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pipblanc
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Great comments everybody; but I am thinking that the time is over for stats, it's time for action. US$500,000 is not going to get us very far,

though of course, it helps. Can we Ynd a famous person/celebrity who will testify to damage? If so, if we can persuade them in the

interests of humanity to put up a video on whatever channel or even Instagram, we can raise awareness even if the content is taken down

within the hour. Why? Because, even when, and especially, when their content is taken down, the message goes viral. We have all

educated ourselves, and my husband, bless him, is trusting me on this and has not been jabbed. All the rest of our family have, on both

sides. (I have a bit of a reputation as an animal healer.)

We have a duty to humanity to get this message out there, and even more important, as GUI, I think also pointed out - to pray and raise our

vibrations for the highest good.  This will be the highest calling of our lives. Mike Adams reckons this is going to go on for 7 years. I

mentioned in an earlier post the Mayan and North American Indian prophecies, to say nothing of the Indians, all tell of a golden age after

deep trouble. Well, the time is nigh. We are looking at World War, but on two fronts, China/Russia/America Axis and COVID. We must hold

the trust and faith that we can come out the other side, better, stronger and healthier. Do not let the lights go out all over the world.

Namaste
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, pipblanc, it is a good strategy that celebrities could help shed light on the real damage that these poisonous hits are causing.

Celebrities have greater contact with the media and television. This is a good Yeld of action to convince people of the serious risks

they face with the Covid vaccine. Of course, the brainwashing that is taking place with the misinformation of covid vaccines, and

the defamation of scientists and doctors who transmit the true science of health, like Dr. Mercola, is the motive and the needs of

the Yght in all. possible fronts.

The diabolical history of vaccines is manifesting itself every day, it is necessary for the independent media to manifest it. Bob

Sisson, popularly known as Bob The Plumber, and his guest Marien Barrientos spoke about the increasing number of celebrities

who are hospitalized or die from vaccines against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) during the episode of the 11 of September.

November the Yrst. Brighteon.TV program "CLO2TV". www.brighteon.com/a70919b9-b9c9-4d9f-a057-63a6db238bf2   We are

facing real damages against people who are suffering and will suffer the serious consequences of the Spike protein, with loss of

immunity, hyperin=ammation and DNA damage. The Testimonials Project was created to provide a platform for all those who were

affected after receiving the covid-19 vaccines, and to ensure that their voices are heard as they are not heard in the Israeli media.

www.vaxtestimonies.org/en
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Pipblanc,  you are right, to have celebrities speaking out is important and wise strategy. Thank you for that and for emphasizing to

focus on the light and stay light, ourselves."These are the times that try men's souls" (and womens', and childrens'...) Daily soul

nourishment is key! Yes there is food for the body, and there is food for the soul! we must have daily soul food! Also I think it is

time to protest right at the doorsteps of BigPharma's own buildings, with cell phone camera footage posted to Bitchute. Bring

backup digital video cameras in case cell phones have tech problems.

Please also see what I posted today about lawyers having broken through so called "legal" immunity. And consider that Monsanto

was "legally" immune when DeWayne Lee Johnson sued. Look at the result! Dominos falling. We can do the same for BigPharma

and their f'ing mandates for taking a genetic modiYcation injection *Dubbed* vaccine, which actually kills and medically maims.

Break through the abused "immunity", sue BigPharma! An idea whose time has come ?  I know many genuinely discouraged people

on this forum, and some who may even be masquerading health advocates paid to come up against such things, might strenuously

object....the latter group really just don't want to see this happen, do they?
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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I don’t know about a golden age but “night of the red sky prophecies” comes to mind.  Four prophecies given to chief stalking wolf

as told by a man named Tom. Can be googled.  I hope there is a golden age and I hope all of our collective works will be rewarded

in the form of peace and freedom.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Agreed, Pip.  Agreed!  It's time for love and light  ... we can't let them quash our creativity, our imagination, our unity!  They can try

and control us and implement all they want, but we're not going to take it.  We have to Ynd the strength to keep pushing this

tsunami back out to sea.
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stanleybecker
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cmeshine - agondonter7.wordpress.com/prophecy
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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Hi pipblanc,  I appreciate the call to action. I'd love to see celebrities at it but for me, the more exciting revolution is when we dare

to raise our own voices in the communities we inhabit. Rather than outsourcing to professional voices.   As Peter Block has said,

neighborhood is the new wilderness. The real life connections we have with people around us, approached with our own unique

voice and our own listening ears, that's what changes people. I think it's what changes us! Data not so much. Analysis is interesting

but not inherently transformative. Deep connection helps move us toward participation.  (I''m hosting an experiential call in this

area this Thursday at 11am Eastern. www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/sowing-seeds-of-the-future-tickets-210530371007  . Feel free to take

a chance and come along.)  Andrew
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Musicians ARE speaking - singing out - (i.e. Eric Clapton, Van Morrison, Blind Joe), but we need MORE!  Music and musicians have

ALWAYS been a stone in the "establishments" shoe! Woodie Guthrie (an Arlo of course - "Alice's Restaurant Massacree in three part

harmony), Pete Seeger, John Lennon, Curt Cobain.... on and on....  - IF you are a musician, get off your butt, grab your axe, turn your

amp up to 11+,  or beat your drum set like ANIMAL!  Thrash, bash, SCREAM, or do an acoustic ballad (it has to have teeth) I don't

care if its rap, hip-hop, Indie, GRUNGE (yes GRUNGE  and punk are STILL alive!) country, metal, death metal, pop, YODELING!  --- Do

IT!!!!  Yeah, I know, Spotify and sh*t don't pay jack, but this isn't about money.   Right now, I'm writing a song called 'Bull Shot" (I'm

ASCAP/NARAS).   But - don't do a video and upload to SkrewTube - they will just blot it out....like they did to Blind Joe ("I Will Not

Comply" - You can see Joe and listen on Bit Chute).     So If you are an artist of any sort, (In any medium)what are YOU doing to

spread the word.   To me its all "BULL SHOT! " Peace
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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When people of a country are getting bullied and treated badly and threatened by their government the United Nations sent in their

troops in places like Afghanistan when the Taliban started that, isnt it time the UN interviened in what is happening in Australia for

a start? Then in the rest of the countries that are being threatened - of course not! - Its all a farce  The UN is part of the problem as

are the CDC NIH GAVI etc. The Who is funded by Bill Gates. The MS Media is paid / bribed with millions by Bill Gates. The

journalists educational training is funded by Bill Gates. Bill Gates has heavily invested in all Big Pharmas.  Bill Gates owns most of

the farmland in the US now. Bill Gates is involved with so called meatless plant based products like Beyond and Impossible foods

but most dont say suitable for vegetarians or vegans, strange that. Bill Gates millions and billions are everywhere and during this

Plandemic he grew richer as did 7 other billionaires. Rest assured they are not vaccinated nor threatened in any way to take it.

They are above the law, nothing will touch them. They are the investors in Blackrock and Vanguard. They own everything. Its a true

saying the rich get richer, and the poor are expected to do the bidding of the 1% elites. It time for the sheeple to wake up and all

stand together regardless of colour religion culture or anything else that divides people.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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Pipblanc, my suggestions for personalities speaking out: Novak Jokovic and Vandana Shiva. But they would need to appear on

mainstream media to wake up the sheople and that would never be allowed, as Gates has already bought off e.g. the BBC and ITV

and no doubt dozens of others. I am beginning to think that the globalist conspirators are right about one thing at least. After a day

out in town today, just listening and observing, I saw droves of masked up, compliant herds interested only in shopping, eating

grossly unhealthy overpriced “food”, buying tat and dross at early Christmas markets or indulging in misplaced fun fairs erected by

our local council all along one of the most beautiful main streets in the world, interminable conversations about second shots, as if

these were some kind of badge of honour. etc. Cannot help feeling the war is lost already, although your idea is a good one, how

would it be put into practice?  To in=uence  mainstream media followers successfully, you must use mainstream media. Just

asking.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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If you pay a "celebrity" a million dollars to tell the truth - billy boy will pay them two million, to lie! Besides; the lamestream media

doesn't do "truth".
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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See above reply.

independentminute.com/2021/12/04/this-music-legend-spoke-out-against-v..  

It seems we already have the most gifted scholars, musicians, members of prominent familes speaking out.  So much is being

ignored, inc. good science.  This is a war to control our minds...

I am not sure funding deception will continue to work.  people are waking up.  I think there is a general sense of anger about how

the excuse of a virus has been used to destroy their lives and issue in the ReSet.  In other words, it has become personal.  Anger

will increase as loved ones die or are disabled.  There will come a tipping point when it is no longer possible to remain in denial.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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James Corbett - Interview 1675 - The REAL Anthony Fauci with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.    

 odysee.com/rfkjr-fauci720p:e1074d780489f7d917e943edc9700c036ed52341?sr..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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GREAT interview with Robert F Kennedy Junior by James Corbett - it doesn't get much better than this - watch it and open your

mind to the reality that has inYltrated OUR WORLD
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview- however Kennedy misses the mark inexplicably as he cites the previous fraudulent and wholly manufactured

"pandemics"  and in the next breathe says, "I'm not saying Covid is fake, it isn't."  He follows that up with the discussion on AIDS

and speaks to that fake "pandemic" as the template for what is happening with Covid.  So I'm not sure how he can believe that

Covid is an authentic medical emergency when he knows very well the playbook for what these ghouls have done through the

years.   The Pharma/Medical cartel again killed tens of thousands (more actually) by using mandated protocols that destroyed

their bodies and then this destruction was named "Covid" and that's how they got their body count to manufacture the hysteria and

"legitimize" the need for these toxic  mRNA injections.  How does Kennedy overlook this?
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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There is a reason you never here anything about alternative or natural treatments for Covid on news networks. The drug companies

advertising budget for TV stations is in the billions. Every station has dozens of commercials selling their drugs 24/7. Would any news

anchor or reporter say anything positive about say Ivermectin or have stories from real people about side effects and deaths? Most

stories show pictures of horse paste not the one used for humans. Even if they wanted to they could not risk losing the advertising

revenue. Are there any disclaimers about the vaccines possible side effects from local health organizations like there are for drugs they

advertise www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/big-pharma-owns-the-world/
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks fvtomasch, a great article. Yes, BigPharma equals high-level corruption. A researcher named Albert Benavides conducted

an analysis of data on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is maintained by the CDC and the FDA. What

he found is that there are hundreds of serious adverse events associated with the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines that these two

federal agencies hide from the public. As Dr. Mercola reports, COVID “vaccines” are the most dangerous vaccines in human

history. The "vaccines" against the Chinese virus are 800 times more deadly than the smallpox vaccine, which held the previous

record. Fauci Flu's blows have already killed thousands of Americans and permanently disabled many more. It is a great truth; WE

KILL 15 PEOPLE TO MAYBE SAVE 1. ARE WE NUTS? stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds  (Nov 9,

2021) www.globalresearch.ca/proof-cdc-lying-world-about-covid-vaccine-safety..  (15 October 2021)
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stanleybecker
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there is only ONE solution to TV - GET RID OF IT!!
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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We have minimal TV advertising for Big Pharma drugs in Australia, yet our media is also silent on the truth. Seems the networks

are receiving money just to stay silent and/or debunk the truth.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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What's crazy is that, being required to advertize the so called "Side effects", people think nothing  of that, but natural medicine is

called "quackery". Those who respond in such a way, are fooling nobody but themselves.  There needs to be mass education about

the chemistry, pharmacology and double blind studies in natural medicine. If people knew this, things would change. And people

just don't know.  And that is also why BigPharma has inYltrated and Ynally, masterminded medical schools. Why can't natural

medicine break in there too? It's about beyond high time.
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wholefood
Joined On 8/27/2009 8:19:04 AM
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I am a devout follower of yours for many years and so much admire the way you have never given up spreading the truth and giving

people totally reliable information despite all odds and personal threats. I have just received this very worrying video from a reliable

source and wonder whether you know about it?  I am sure Kieran Morrisey is speaking the truth.

 cogiito.com/a-la-une/courrier-des-lecteurs-alerte-a-la-prochaine-pande..   Don’t worry, although the link has French subtitles it is

recorded in English by Morrisey, an Irishman. Best wishes, Elizabeth Gay.
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Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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If all present mainstream media will not fully report the facts . . . then we, instead of expecting someone else . . . to tell us where we may

be able to Ynd such reports . . . should create and fund a completely new media outYt to do so. That it is surely now our complete

responsibility to create a new TV news operation, radio station and newspaper. Yes, then of course, we will expect that all the existing
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responsibility to create a new TV news operation, radio station and newspaper. Yes, then of course, we will expect that all the existing

regulatory authorities will refuse to issue licenses to operate such facilities. The point is simple; instead of shouting out that the existing

media are not reporting the truth . . . we have no option but to create our own and make it work.
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A way to make VAERS reporting easier -- 1) go to the VAERS website and download the pdf reporting document. 2) right side of pdf, 5

options down, see Export PDF. 3) save pdf Yle as Word document. 4) enter data in Word, saving continually. 5 ) save completed Word doc

as pdf and upload it to Vaers. 6) save that Word doc so that you can cut and paste material that is the same in future cases.
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Well, good for Dr. Kirsch for having a "light bulb" moment. Hopefully more doctors wake up and see what is happening. In my opinion, any

doctor who thought we could make a coronavirus vaccine in 6 months that would be safe and effective and they didn't investigate the

clinical trial data should lose their license. They have been trying to make a coronavirus vaccine since the 1950's. Not one single vaccine

got FDA approval. They have been trying to make an mRNA Coronavirus vaccine for at least the past 7 years for MERS and SARS and not

one single one got FDA approval. All failed due to major side effects and even ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement). Any medical

professional who isn't aware of these FACTS and think that we somehow MAGICALLY overcame all of the challenges of making a

coronavirus vaccine should be FIRED!
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READ this excerpt from DW news in Germany today: NOTE only to those who are either vaccinated or have recovered from COVID."

What is the current COVID situation in Germany? In the past two weeks, the number of new cases has jumped by more than 60%.

On Friday, Germany recorded 52,970 daily new infections, a day after registering over 65,000 daily cases, a record since the start of

the pandemic. Health ogcials are warning that the number is likely to at least double in the coming days.

Uwe Janssens, secretary-general of the German Society for Internal Intensive Care, told DW the numbers were "absolutely

worrying." He pointed out that patients who suffer severe disease after getting infected with the virus end up in the intensive care

unit much later, "with a delay of up to 15 days."

"Currently, around 0.8% of infected people will have to be treated further in an intensive care unit during the course of an infection,"

he said. And if there are 50,000-60,000 new infections a day, "you can count how many people will reach the intensive care units in

7 to 10 to 12 days." The situation is becoming "too much to handle," he stressed.  What are the new rules? As per the new rules, the

so-called hospitalization incidence will be the new benchmark for introducing tougher COVID regulations in the country. According

to that metric, if more than three inhabitants per 100,000 in a region are hospitalized with COVID, the "2G" rule will apply for all

public leisure activities in a given state — referring to the shorthand in Germany for a rule that allows freedoms like access to

restaurants and hotels only to those who are either vaccinated or have recovered from COVID.

The "2G+" rule will kick in when the hospitalization incidence hits a value of six per 100,000, meaning even the vaccinated and

recovered people will be required to produce an additional negative COVID test result. From a value of nine, further measures such

as contact restrictions are to be implemented.
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APPARENTLY Germany recognizes natural immunity in the COVID recovered, in this sentence: "only to those who are either

vaccinated or have recovered from COVID." WHEREAS in the US these bozos are so backwards, they cannot imagine the COVID

recovered have ever increasing antibodies for quite some time, way better protected than those that took the shot, with ever

declining antibodies over just 6 months. Maybe some critical thinking left in the world?
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Any doctor that thought that Big pHARMa could come up with a vaccine in 18 months is a bairn brain and half wit  fooled  and full

of the slick slick tricks devised by Rockefeller and Carnegie with their greedy plan for simple minded trusting bams

www.waywordradio.org/bampot

THEY DO NOT READ THE DATA ERGO THEY ARE FOOLS AND  ARE NOT TO BE TAKEN AS SERIOUS SCIENTISTS.
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HorseGirl1991
Joined On 6/28/2020 4:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Maybe we should ask Joe Biden, ‘Joe, if you could give up your life to save 1,000 person-years, would you do that?’ It would be very

interesting to see what he says.” He wouldn't understand the question...it's beyond his mental capacity.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone noticed that this all occurred just as we began learning about the wonders of our microbiome?  There are no proYts for the

transhumanist agenda in the microbiome, but there certainly are in putting nanobots in the jabs to control us.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-transhumanist-divide-and-conquer
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Anais17
Joined On 11/7/2021 5:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievably, those protesting against vaccine passports in Germany are being called ‘Nxzxs’ and ‘the extreme right’. How on earth does

that work? There are calls for protests to be outlawed and many on social media seem to be very happy for protesters to be denied

medical care and access to society. Most people I meet seem to have been well and truly brainwashed – even in the face of compelling

evidence that PYzer has manipulated the trial data, they simply do not want to know.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stockholm syndrome.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such name calling is bullying and a form of violence. People should be told, right on the spot, to be ashamed of themselves. IT

also should be pointed out to them that they are basically being recruited to join a gang...to gang up against the

unvaccinated...who may be doing nothing more than protecting themselves from side effects!   For the rest, I would suggest taking

out the educational "pen". Just keep posting articles to blogs and educate, educate and edcuate some more. And wherever there is

censorship, Ynd ways to break through. Are there non-censoring blogs in Germany? What about emails? (That can lose friendships,

I know). I think the thing to do is to contact those of outreach and in=uence. Think of retired doctors, retired lawyers, the

grassroots et al. WHere there is a will there is a way!  Sch**ss HITLER! Sch**ss FAUCI!
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM
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The old saying "fool me once, your fault, fool me twice, my fault" has never exposed corruption & lack of personal responsibility

more than in the last 2 years. This has been occurring for millennia, for which, is greatly accelerated with increases in

government/NGO/corporate overreach/control, & even more so, with invasive technology. What we are witnessing during this

"pandemic" is the exposure of existing problematic psychological azictions & the development & increased pervasiveness of

these phobias, syndromes & disorders. Most of today's positions of power/experts/authoritarians are nihilistic, satanic

psychopaths. The complicit general public have one or more concurrently:

1) Psychosis - digculty is determining what is real & what is not. 2) Agoraphobia - mental/behavioral fear that one's environment is

unsafe & digcult to escape. 3) Hypochondria - lack of knowledge/excessive fear about having a serious illness & always seeking

testing/"magic pill/shots". 4) Stockholm Syndrome - a condition when the governed/captive/oppressed bond/join with one's

rulers/captors/oppressors. 5) Munchausen Syndrome - feigning illness to attract attention. 6) Factitious Disorder - intentionally

fake/exaggerate symptoms of illness. 7) Somatic Symptom Disorder - preoccupation with physical symptoms (everything now is

covid).

8) Delirium Disorder - an acute confused state characterized by disturbances in attention, awareness & cognition. 9) Anti-social

Personality Disorder - disregard for social norms & rights of others. 10) Dependent Personality Disorder - fear based excessive

need to be taken care of. 11) Paranoid Personality Disorder - a distrust of others, especially, of those closest to them/best

intentioned. 12) Schizotypal Personality Disorder - experiencing/acting out of odd beliefs & "magical thinking". 13) Schizophrenia -

chronic irrational thoughts/feelings/behaviors. 14) Obsessive Compulsive Disorder - persistent thoughts/impulses & compulsive

excessive behaviors.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Furthermore, when one looks deeper at the list above of the psychological azictions, one will then be able to recognize that all of

these "azictions" are constructs of the circuitous entrapment depravity system we live in, of the diabolical system created by the

very same destructive forces that have created the alleged "pandemic". This has occurred over great expanses of time in all

aspects of life, & being generational, it remains veiled & unrecognizable for what it really is, but, yet, is operational, directly in plain

view. With the re-discovery of the Self & higher levels of consciousness, all of these conditions, azictions & subsequent problems

are resolved as a condition of universal truth & greater awareness. The recognition of the constructs of the ego & subsequent

dissolving of the ego-mind, as well as, the letting go of positionalities, brings forth truth, energy, creativity, integrity, virtue,

freedom, liberty, love & peace.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am reading RFK, Jr's book and more than ever I cry, "Murder!" The full story on what they did with HCQ is enough to convict these

criminals. What a nightmare we are living (and dying). Stay strong, family. xooxoxox
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh YES!!!! keep your eyes and minds occupied on the entertaining 'Bouncing Balls"  ...bouncing balls  like BrainDeadBiden.and that skag

VP  Harris and the rest the paid ACTORS to keep you mindless idiots 'entertained' while t6he REAL Problem is 5G  AKA as Directed Energy

Weapon aimed at you and your families and neighbours... Oh at Yrst 5G will give the world great computer usage and more entertaining

movies and faster games ....but eventually it will slowly FRY the Brains of billions of "entertained' people...and the sad thing is......within

weeks  no one will be able to 'Think for themselves"  .......like right now Billions are being 'cooked' sitting in a mandated government

controlled 'class room' being  irritated with 5G..killing off  YOUR child's brain cells.......oh just a few million here and there.....and by the

time thse kids are into secondary schools  they will be just another brain washed robot to  work for the governmemnts control 'Gang"...
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, 5G will fry this planet to death.   I pray to God that Arthur Firstenberg is wrong about it; but i'm afraid he is right about what all

this radiation has been doing to this planet since the invention of electricity.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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And these 'graduates' will be preprogrammed to 'follow and obey'.......without question....without any ability to act on their

own...just like each generation is a bit dumber that the previous generation......LOL......and generation after generation...the BIG

LIES Follow.... "WE walked on da Moon"  LIE!.....WorldTrade Centre was dissolved by  jet fuel (lowgrade heating oil) .......another

LIE.......and on and on..... Lie  after LIE..... BUT 5G will be there to make your games faster and more mindless  movies to distract

your dead minds  from thinking ............thinking theta you really being COOKED like a bacon&eggs.....on low heat..takes

TIME.....but eventually you will be DONE !!!!!!!  ROFLMAO.... Yep.....up here on MyMagicalMountain   the pitterpatter of falling rain...

  www.youtube.com/watch    Good Day !!!!!!!!!!!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I knew people that died after taking the jab you can rest assured I wouldn't be asking anyone if I should take the jab, I would NOT be

taking it.  I'm not taking it anyways knowing the truth about it but if I didn't know what I know now but did know people that died from it I

wouldn't need to ask anyone to know I shouldn't take the jab!!
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one had to tell me to not take the jab as I have not trusted the allopathic medicare world since the 1990s anyways.   Plus the

fact that i know someone who got a blood clot after he took the jab; and i know someone who died most likely from getting the jab.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is precisely what a bioweapon is supposed to do. The ancestors of our new Chinese rulers killed Europeans by catapulting plague

corpses into besieged cities. British blankets contamined with smallpox killed Indians during the French and Indian wars. Germans and

perhaps the French as well used glanders, anthrax and mustard gas on their enemies in World War I. Zyklon B killed Jews for Hitler and all

kinds of poisons and weapons were used by the Japanese. The Obammunist bete noire before their present one, George W. Bush, was

right about Iraqi nerve gas even though the United Nations covered up for them. The ineffective jab is intended to kill westerners,

especially Americans and in particular European-Americans, so that the collapse engendered by the plandemic can be continued, a

marxist dictatorship imposed by the Great Reset and a homogeneous brown Third World population implanted by the Great Replacement

(Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan) to transform the United States of America into the Peoples Republic of Amafrica.
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Beadhead
Joined On 9/12/2011 11:46:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing even remotely Marxist about the Neoliberal, 'Great Reset', and it is dis-informative to state such. As to a "Peoples

Republic", we have travelled so far down the vile, authoritarian path of Neoliberalism that only a mass, people's revolution can save

us. A mandatory 'vaccine passport' is the beginning of the end.
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chiaromc
Joined On 2/9/2019 12:32:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert Kennedy Jr’s words’ “ this is the Hill to die on”, has completely stuck in my head ever since reading those words.  I cannot agree

more. The threat of vaccinating healthy children is almost too much for me to comprehend. In this article, it is clearly stated that no

healthy child has died from the engineered virus, but they are being damaged for life from this fake proYt center vaccine. How can any

parent or grandparent consider this as safe protocol by our medical community.  Where are these Drs hiding? Why are these Drs hiding?

Is the whole medical community bought and paid for except for the few outspoken ones like Dr.M who actually have ethical backbones?

To all the criminal politicians and criminal government agency heads like Falci and Collins:  This Hill Will be Defended!  To all the parents

and grandparents sitting idly , hoping someone else will do something; Get up and speak you mind; quit be silent!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi chiaromc, Here's a link to a new James Corbett report with an RFK Jr interview you may want to listen to re questionable

pediatricians and Agencies as proYt centers: seems American tax money is insugcient for captured agencies, their greed goes to

the highest levels. Add in corporate greed from these public/private partnerships, it knows no limits! THE CORBETT REPORT - THE

REAL ANTHONY FAUCI WITH ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR. -www.bitchute.com/.../mwOBO4QbKOzQ  - see what you think. Again, each

interview covers different aspects of his new book.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recommend this Corbett interview as ESSENTIAL VIEWING, rose
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, the interviews are getting better, voice is clearer in this one, and just how many times can you write "Est, Est, Est!"?
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's good to see that somebody who's been brainwashed for more than 30 years CAN once in a while snap out of it.  He's half way there.

 He still wants to give a dangerous jab to kids who are thought to have a high risk of covid.  Why doesn't he see that those kids should be

getting supplements?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

he doesn't "see" - he is BLIND
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re: My motivation is a 100% on saving lives. Me too: Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table or sea salt in a mug of

warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth.

If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes)

then blow out your nose and =ush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do this simple cure, you don't have any soreness

at all, when you =ush - job done. Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus

and pneumonia there too. This simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or

while self isolating, before the viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. Richard
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john.collis
Joined On 9/25/2021 3:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could the vaccine, which I presume is the Moderna mRNA type, be interacting with another infection that is also active? The ages

mentioned are also the age at which Epstein Barr Virus infection is signiYcant. EBV may be active but sub clinical without the symptoms

of infectious mononucleosis/glandular fever. Also EBV does not ever leave the body, instead remains in a latent state and can be

reactivated, again sub clinically. 50% of 5 year olds are already infected and 90%+ of all adults. Reactivation appears to depend on the

presence of different cytokines, has anyone examined the possible effects on cytokine production by any of the vaccines? They appear to

have concentrated on the production of antibodies, but that requires the production of various cytokines to happen. There appears to be a

Yne dynamic equilibrium between the different types.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, john.collis, most likely. All the toxins that accumulate in the body are vehicles to promote in=ammation and weaken immunity.

Especially electromagnetic Yelds and mRNA "vaccines" damage DNA and are potentially disease and cancer promoters. The

rigorous vaccination schedule that children have undergone in recent years is also considered in this cancer pandemic. And now

especially genetics are increasing cancer by more than 20%.

Sadly, pediatric cancer diagnoses are on the rise, with approximately 15,300 children being diagnosed with some form of cancer

each year. One in eight of these children will not survive. 60 percent of survivors will experience problems related to treatment,

such as infertility, heart failure, and secondary cancers. And despite medical advances, the actual number of children diagnosed

with cancer each year continues to rise. Even the FDA admits that there is a clear possibility that certain vaccines can cause

cancer. www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/biologics-research-projects/inves..    .------

www.naturalhealth365.com/pediatric-cancer-vaccines-2760.html   .----- curesearch.org/childhood-cancer-statistics
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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john - the vaccine if viewed as an agent for the realization of the aberrant Eugenics Program must intensify any vulnerability

already present in the victim - thus you have the forced administration in the Old Age Homes causing Mass Mortality - this is the

deranged sociopathic intentionality of the Snake whose whole development and conditioning controls his actions in this very

direction - the World's greatest "philanthropist" is the Angel of Death
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John.Collins the more time goes on and the more I read about natural health, the more I come to believe that medicine is *always*

interactive. I am not a doctor, but  this is what I have put together.  And also people are right in pointing out that 5G rolled out

synchronistically with COVID. A scientist showed me a study of 70+ year old women who had normal and healthy blood, but which

clotted after 5G exposure. So what gives? Frankly I have a  hard time believing that a virus causes the blood to clump, but

Succharidt Bhakdi did explain (and it made a lot of sense) that where the spike protein cuts into vessels, then the blood clumps to

that area to form the equivalent of (he did not call it this) a scab which splints the area. He said this in connection to the

post-vaccine symptoms, not the virus itself.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John, what I read was because these shots suppress the immune system, prior viral infections that were under control by the

acquired immune system can resurface, the formal name is viral reactivation - so shingles, herpes, and others including cancers

(some may belong under autoimmune conditions) can reappear. Also people can Ynd their autoimmune conditions are stimulated,

and can =are up after years of being arrested or under control. This was most likely why anyone with an autoimmune condition

was not allowed in any of the Phase 1 or 2 trials, yet somehow pushed or forced into getting these clot/kill shots. Yet the CDC is

well aware that at least 50 million Americans fall under the autoimmune category, add in cancers you may be up to 80 million!! You

will never hear this info crossing the lips of Te=on Tony either. What's not to like about "safe and effective" - at what? Marketing

Lies and Selling more shots.
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Publicly challenge CDC/NIH/Dr Fauci to televised debates.  This would have a larger audience than the Super Bowl.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think Fauci dares to debate with anyone, because his only arguments are lies. The Sen. Rand Paul would be a good option to

discredit Fauci. Sen. Rand Paul took to the podium on Capitol Hill to criticize the media and Dr. Anthony Fauci for spreading

mistruths about COVID, and for their role in causing unnecessary deaths by politicizing the science around COVID vaccines and

treatments. “We’ve got Dr. Fauci spreading mistruths across the country, saying we’ve got to forcibly vaccinate the kids,” Paul said.

"There’s no science behind any of that." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rand-paul-fauci-mistruths-covid-de..  (10/13/21)
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have choices, choose the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by The Powers That Be (Power Elite, Deep State, etc) or

choose the "Reality of Common Sense."    Common Sense: 1. Patent  US 7279327B2    METHODS FOR PRODUCING RECOMBINANT

CORONAVIRUS   Filed Apr. 19, 2002.   That seems like “gain of function” and it’s been going on for 20 years and was funded by NIH.

pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../US-7279327-B2   2. PCR Testing – Inventor and chemistry Nobel laureate Dr. Kary Mullis did not have kind

words for Dr. Fauci.  Being a non-scientist, I think of PCR as an ampliYer.  Get enough ampliYer gain and transducers (speakers), a pin

dropping could sound as loud as a jet engine.  But it is still a pin dropping, it depends on the gain how loud it is.

4. Masks.  Have you seen the personal protection equipment they employ at Biosafety labs?  What good are poor quality masks alone?  

 Better off to avoid indoor, poorly ventilated, and congested spaces.   5. No ogcial prophylaxes or early therapeutic treatments.  Does that

seem reasonable? 6. Why wasn’t the absolute risk reduction (ARR) based on the studies noted to the public.  Why just relative risk

reduction (RRR)? 7. Where is the “cost/beneYt” analysis of lock-downs, mandates, business closures, etc.? 8. Given "one jab Yts all",

where is the "individual" based risk analysis? 9. What happened to the animal studies?  What happened to the fertility studies?

10. Given my limited knowledge, I thought COVID is an RNA virus? Aren't RNA viruses unstable and mutate?  How can one develop a

vaccine for something that is unstable and mutates? 11.  These mRNA jabs are synthetic instructions for an enhanced "Spike" protein.

 Having “Spike” protein =oating around my body, is that a good idea?  Per the VAERS, it is scary what happens to people. Glad I follow Dr.

Mercola and his community.  They have “Common Sense.”

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2021 7:00:42 AM
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 4 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet

sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately after

injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this with pictures in 5 minutes at:-   https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium volt

method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See

video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sd1HOw_-SE&t=?v=C1nOR8RWVVA  

3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply immediately to

injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video:-    www.youtube.com/watch  This last method is loosely based on this method

per this website which discusses insect and snake bites and neutralizing toxins. http://venomshock.wikidot.com/   It is theorized that

electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body =uids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and reduce it's potential to

cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy the butter=y tens device/massager

and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/Ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine

passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS POST IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. USE YOUR BRAIN.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 11:12:47 AM
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r_agg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since they've been purposely manipulating data and pushing a vaccine that neither prevents you from catching the virus nor spreading it

to others, they will never come clean and stop these vaccines.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 8:47:00 AM
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just saw a clip of former Wimbledon tennis champion Pat Cash speaking about his mother's illness after receiving the jabs. She

experienced two Strokes then a heart attack. Pat said that her doctor pressured her to have the jab, he is angry and determined to speak

out.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 6:31:52 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MSM is still saying Yve in a million die from the shot.  As if any death is acceptable - MSM is also saying two million would have died if

the shots didn't come out.  Lovely, eh?  With that kind of brainwashing... Even though we are seeing lots of strokes and paralysis here, the

athletes dying around the world should knock folks on their behinds.  I worry now that my son is doing intense labor and has had both

shots.  My non-vaccinated son, 2 shots of this experiment on humanity.  Ugh.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Tracy, we have that young and healthy athletes around the world are suddenly beginning to suffer from heart conditions,

breathing digculties, nervous system disorders, among other serious chronic diseases. Some athletes are collapsing on the Yeld

of play, never to wake up again. German newspaper Berliner Zeitung has published a report seeking to answer why an “unusually

large number of professional and amateur soccer players have collapsed recently.” Headlined ‘Puzzling heart diseases in football,’

the report begins by highlighting the case of FC Barcelona’s Sergio Agüero, the 33-year-old striker who recently had to be

withdrawn from a match after 41 minutes suffering from dizziness and breathing digculties. The article lists a large number of

recent cases of footballers who have had heart problems or collapsed on the Yeld, in some cases leading to death.That list is

republished here: www.blacklistednews.com/article/81156/german-newspaper-highlights-unus..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui!  You have to be thinking - are they really wondering?  Let's see - what has changed?  Oh ya, we have been

vaccinating the world with a FAILED vaccine!  Last I checked, when I person got vaccinated, they didn't have to worry about other

people - certainly not the case here!  Eh?! Pfft, when will people wake up?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 3:50:30 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, people need to have it pointed out that MSM is Microsoft's entity. Which is Bill Gates's entity! They need to put 2+2

together! The power of con=ict of interest knows no bottom. Further, they need to be shown the VAERS database, then see the

CDCs own statement that only 1% of side effects and deaths are reported in, and conservatively speaking the FDA says it's 1-10%.

Fine, give them that too. Then let them put 2+2 together and tell them it is a matter of utmost urgency and utmost responsibility to

THINK. If we don't, in this situation we are truly doomed. And tell them that too. It's time for the people to WAKE UP!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the article: "Do you ever see McCullough [or Malone] on CNN? No, because they want to give you only one side [of the facts]..."  It's

called the "Trusted News Initiative", born in the UK in Dec 2020.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, CMT, media outlets like CNN, and Big Tech have sought to control the COVID narrative from the beginning. This has led to

unaware that volumes of contrary information about COVID, including valuable information on available therapies such as

ivermectin and HCQ, have been suppressed and turn to the poisonous "vaccines" whose effectiveness Fauci knew. Dr. Mercola and

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., are among the group who have exposed the true science. There are many, many others: physicians,

virologists, epidemiologists, biologists, pathologists, et al. who have opposed the CDC and WHO narratives from the beginning.

They are all routinely banned from social media, their columns suppressed, their videos disappeared in the never-never land of the

internet. The entire left-wing media mocks them and intends to permanently discredit them, all of them. The people who run this

country, including the social media barons and their media cohorts, many of them committed by the CCP, are deciding for

themselves what information we can see and read. "If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do

not want to hear." - George Orwell www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/08/vaccines_what_if_all_the_silenced..
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Gui!  That's the truth.  It's sick and twisted and censored.  Where in the world do you Ynd freedom now?
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Gui - your link styles themselves as "American Thinkers" and yet have never heard of Dr Mercola - astounding
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Stan, are we talking about the same "American Thinker" article linked by Gui?  Here is one paragraph from the article in which Dr.

Mercola is mentioned.  "There are those the administration has called the "dirty dozen," who, they say, are guilty of misinformation

and so must be silenced, but there are many others who have been writing, have given interviews, and have posted videos in their

attempts to apprise the citizenry of the facts they've been denied via the mainstream media.  Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., a longtime

anti-vaxxer, is among that group, as is Joseph Mercola, who has for years had a massive following."
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mirandola
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I have read true law case stories about clever lawyers who broke through the so-called "legal" immunity of certain entities. They Yled in

court, "it is not their distinct function to..." and the "legal" immunity was knocked down! There has got to be a way---and even multiples of

ways----to knock down BigPharma's so-called "legal" immunity, which is nothing more than  a gag order saying "Don't speak, don't sue,

don't complain". OH  YEAH???? www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  With deaths, side effects like heart in=ammation and acutely

suffering humans being swept under the rug, I say it is beyond high time to sue BigPharma. And sue the doctors who push these deadly

"vaccines". Sue the phlebotomist, or anybody else administering the "vaccine".

It's time for people to be held accountable, from the top to the bottom of the chain of command. And a "command" it really is. And this is

against Nuremberg code law, informed consent, against the 14th amendment, the President has NO unilateral dictatorial power to

demand and command that we all "Submit or else!"......and so much more. Virtual gunpointing and threats to livelihood,  house, home and

food affordability are violent crimes against people, as is demanding acceptance of a vaccine (virtual gunpointing once again)...at all...let

alone when it harms and kills so many people, according to VAERSs own statistics!

BigPharma knows that animals died from over-immune activity directly related to their "vaccines" !

vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2   Violent crime is afoot, masquerading as savior. Consider this too. Two decades ago the

ACLU wrote about cloned human GMO babies and how their patented genes were owned by the government. Did it ever occur to the

"vaxxed" that their genetically modiYed immune system could now become government property? WAKE UP!
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Yes, Mirandola, we need the lawsuits against the "vaccines" to be attributable, because the damages of the "vaccines" will be

terrible and it needs to be avoided. While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused by low levels of exposure to

ionizing radiation, vaccinated people can barely make the repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are

two major DNA repair pathways that not only continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive

immune cell functions,” the study explains about one such DNA repair component that is negatively impacted by the presence of

spike proteins.

Cancer rates will skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they die, deaths can be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It

is highly unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage

in sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases. We are in the

degeneration of the human race. www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021)

www.mdpi.com/.../htm
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Thank you Gui, our messages crossed in the air. Your thoughts here are appreciated. My air-crossed message to others ,is below.

PS to various individuals who have consistently come up against lawsuit ideas here: I reject the very agenda at issue. Some paid

people posing as concerned health advocates really just don't want to see lawsuits happen, eh? It would seem apparent. A few of

you may be discouraged individuals and understandably so. But I also just don't want to hear about it. WOrld dictatorship is at

stake, deaths and lives are at stake and medical maiming. Should we remain silent? Our silence is our complicity. Is this what all of

you want? I reject that. Please do Not post here. Thank you for taking note.  And when people don't do something as legal and

peaceable as suing wherever there is just cause, they will Yght instead. Which do you prefer? Please do not respond, I am not

interested. I want to hear from people who have proactive thoughts, and those thoughts are very welcomed here. Thank you.
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Mirandola, you are right, we were talking about this yesterday. To "vaccinate" or rather jab, children under 16, with an unknown

quantity surely breaks the Nuremberg Code. It certainly breaks the Hippocratic Oath. What beggars belief is the blind subscription

of the CDC, AMA, NHS, GPs etc. to this policy when the long-term outcome is more than unclear, it is positively murky. The only

thing I can conclude, and this is from my own experience with GPs, is they are in cahoots with Big Pharma, Big Business, Big

Agriculture et al. Even if we cannot protect our own health, we have a moral obligation to protect the young. (Sadly, my 25 year old

daughter knows better than me and had the Yrst week in the Yrst week!)

This whole narrative reminds me of so many apocalyptic stories, Brave New World, 1984, but few more so than The Children of

Men by PD James which explores the theme of mass infertility which is surely the issue we are now facing. It is clear that many of

us saw this coming, and now we have to rise to the challenge. I actually do not necessarily agree with picketing as I saw in the

1970s how it backYred badly. But petition, yes; Change.org, yes; disseminating to the press and media; challenging the information

status quo; enlisting the help of those with more visibility than us: the sportspeople, the actors, the journalists and so on.

Non-violence is not passive, it is active in every sense of the word as it comes from the highest intention. Namaste.
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Agreed!  There is NO one size Yts all.  After my daughter's babyhood vaccine injury, I found tons of articles on ways to tell if your

baby would be subject to reactions - in Japan, they often talked about the sugar bug vein - three of my children had the sugar bug

vein, this included my vax inj'd.   I haven't had the measles antibodies since I gave birth to my son and they tried to get me to take

it.  That was 21 years ago.  Um - hmmm ... makes you wonder how many adults are running around without the measles antibodies

and NOT getting measles.  

I was at Disneyland (not during the measles outbreak) but between Dland, Knotts, and Universal - for a year we had passes and

were homeschooling, studying the maps and parks and psychology of amusement parks - it was the most fun curriculum I could

come up with after my youngest son's passing - we all needed some fun.   Anyways - you know, during that time, none of us caught

one cold, not =u, nothing.  Thousands of hands touching railings, germs everywhere, foreigners from all over the world - and not

one cold.  It really makes me wonder - and our immune systems - they are a wonderful thing! Did you see the video on the amount

of loss of white blood cell count after the initial dizzying amount of white blood cells are released?  Pfft - after the booster, I think

they said you had maybe 25% - if you were lucky.  What is that going to do????
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Here is an interesting article on what is in the "vaccine" - newswithviews.com/investigate-covid-vaccines-from-a-chemical-standpoin..
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HORSEBACK ESTIMATE

NOV 30, 2021   780,140 DEATHS WITH COVID

CDC SAYS 94% HAD COMORBIDITIES

780,140 x 0.06 = 46,808 FROM COVID

(MANY OF THESE WERE VACCINATED)

VAERS VAX DEATHS - 19,249; SAY 20,000

ASSUME ONLY TEN PERCENT CAN BE CONFIRMED

2,000 ACTUALLY DIED FROM A SHOT

BUT, HISTORICALLY ONLY 1% ADVERSE REACTIONS ARE REPORTED TO VAERS. LET'S BE CONSERVATIVE AND USE TWICE THAT: 2%

2,000 x 50 = 100,000 DEATHS FROM THE SHOTS

ASSUME VACCINE MAKERS WERE LIABLE FOR HARM THEIR PRODUCTS CAUSE LIKE EVERY OTHER COMPANY

MID-DEC 2020 TO MID-JAN 2021

950 DEATHS REPORTED TO VAERS

ASSUME 10% CAN BE CONFIRMED = 95

ASSUME 5 LAW SUITS FOR WRONGFUL DEATH

ASSUME IN DAYS BIG PHARMA FILES FOR BACKRUPCY AND STOPS PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL VACCINES

LIVES SAVED: 100,000 - 46,808 = 53,192
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I had to learn the hard way not to trust anything "doctors", so when pandemic started I already made up my mind - "no vaccine" if it will be

available.  I am the only one who is responsible for everything that is happening to me, including past experiences, even though I did not

know better...  I love sports, but "the run over the rakes" is not one of them
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Off-subject, yesterday’s protest march in Edinburgh here in Scotland https://youtu.be/K95zNe9eD8   And on a lighter note, home test for

covid Yles.catbox.moe/2hcakr.mp4
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This is the clearest demonstration yet that the jab is not just a fraud, not just a scam to enrich IG PYzer and not just a scheme to establish

a totalitarian police state. The only possible explanation for these statistics, which make radioactivity and cigarettes look like health food,

is radical population reduction and fundmental changes in the human organism. These plus the social collapse that they will entail are

precisely the goals of Red China and the triumvirate of the Great Reset and the Great Replacement. Gates has long been a crazed

eugenicist and population-reducer, which is why Billionaire Billy is also buying up the world's arable land to shut down agriculture and

involved in a scheme to dim the sun and halt global warming, which will kill millions with cold as well as famine. Nazi scion Schwab got

his start as an engineer of transhumans and robots, and wants a world a depopulated world Ylled with humanoids hooked up to artiYcial

intelligence algorithms. As for Soros, he just wants to bring down the United States, as revenge for closing the concentration camps

where he got his start as a young kapo picking gold from the teeth of the dead. Behind the drooling stooling puppet propped up in

Washington by Chinese bayonets, the politburo in Beijing just smile and rub their hands together.
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Problem with getting reports published since "highly respected" institutions with publicatinos are also corrupt.
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As you all know if you don't get the Covid vaccinations you will be Yred/exiled/arrested/ostracized by society and the powers that be.

Some people may suffer injury and adverse reactions caused by the spiked proteins in the vaccine.;They can be life lasting and maybe

fatal for some. A method has been discovered which will collapse the spikes on these proteins in the vaccine which causes

the immune system to over react and damage the body in some people. The method is non invasive safe portable and very cheap. The

research indicates that ultrasonic cavitation frequencies cause rapid destruction of the spikes on the protein. Here is paper on it.

www.techexplorist.com... www.healtheuropa.eu...

This means that a $30 ultrasonic portable rechargeable ultrasonic cavitation body massager such as this one could be used immediately

after the injection destroying DESTROYING the vaccine constituent which is a spiked protein. The =at plate would be put over the

injection site and activated for 10 to 30 minutes neutralizing the spiked proteins. Since these devices have been around for decades they

are safe and non invasive. Always buy the portable rechargeable version so you can apply it immediately. If anyone asks just tell them its

muscle massager which it is. This way you will save your job/house/family/wealth/friends and get your vaccine passport as you will be

registered as jabbed and compliant but may not suffer the adverse reactions of the spiked protein in the vaccine. i will list below a few

samples of the devices. Any device which can generate ultrasonic frequencies in the megahertz range will be Yne as the harmonics

extend upwards... Ultrasonic cleaning devices can also be adapted by those with intelligence and skills.

www.ebay.co.uk...:g:aBkAAOSwteNhizll
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According to this Supreme Court ruling in 1905, it is the right of the STATE to mandate vaccinations, NOT the federal government. Biden,

therefore, does not have the legal authority to mandate vaccines for any company if they have over 100 employees. This means you'd

better live in a state like Florida rather than California or Illinois. JACOBSON v. COM. OF MASSACHUSETTS  United States Supreme Court

JACOBSON v. COM. OF MASSACHUSETTS(1905) No. 70 Argued: December 6, 1904 Decided: February 20, 1905 [197 U.S. 11, 12]   This

case involves the validity, under the Constitution of the United States, of certain provisions in the statutes of Massachusetts relating to

vaccination.

The Revised Laws of that commonwealth, chap. 75, 137, provide that 'the board of health of a city or town, if, in its opinion, it is necessary

for the public health or safety, shall require and enforce the vaccination and revaccination of all the inhabitants thereof, and shall provide

them with the means of free vaccination. Whoever, being over twenty-one years of age and not under guardianship, refuses or neglects to

comply with such requirement shall forfeit $5.' An exception is made in favor of 'children who present a certiYcate, signed by a registered

physician, that they are unYt subjects for vaccination.' 139....
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Ultrasonic disintegration

Similar to ultrasonic cleaning, biological cells including bacteria can be disintegrated. High power ultrasound produces cavitation that

facilitates particle disintegration or reactions. This has uses in biological science for analytical or chemical purposes (sonication and

sonoporation) and in killing bacteria in sewage. High power ultrasound can disintegrate corn slurry and enhance liquefaction and

sacchariYcation for higher ethanol yield in dry corn milling plants.

The researchers overcame this problem by delivering additional Trim21 protein into the cell together with the antibody. A small "electric

shock" made the cell take up the proteins. "When we Yrst identiYed Trim21 as an antibody receptor over ten years ago and subsequently

showed how egciently it destroys viral proteins we realized it could be a powerful tool if retasked against cellular proteins. However, the

results are even more remarkable than we could have imagined," James says.

This also holds true for Trim-Away's applicability to long-lived proteins and primary cells, which are cells that are taken directly from a

tissue.Denaturation is a process in which proteins or nucleic acids lose the quaternary structure, tertiary structure, and secondary

structure which is present in their native state, by application of some external stress or compound such as a strong acid or base, a

concentrated inorganic salt, an organic solvent (e.g., alcohol or chloroform), agitation and radiation or heat.[3]If proteins in a living cell

are denatured, this results in disruption of cell activity and possibly cell death. Protein denaturation is also a consequence of cell

death.[4][5] Denatured proteins can exhibit a wide range of characteristics, from conformational change and loss of solubility to

aggregation due to the exposure of hydrophobic groups. Denatured proteins lose their 3D structure and therefore cannot function.
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And the narrative (I was going to use the word ‘truth’; but that is my opinion) keeps trumpeting load and clear … what has happened to

debate, conversation, to just considering to listen? Have I been =ipped in my lifetime, yes. My anatomy professor exclaimed “Listen,

listen, calm down, don’t you realize what he’s doing? He is the devils advocate. He is opening up controversy.” That debate was on

abortion, it was 1973 and their were teams composed of 2 on each side of the issue. To this day the issue is still being fought over. And

to this day, I can still debate from both sides.

That is the missing element today, very few give any thought to both sides of a narrative. Maybe that is the pandemic, not the virus; but

stupidity. On re-reading this comment, there is more than just stupidity that has closed dialog on this topic, there is also greed and sell

out by those who know; but greed guides their action’s. Such elevated mind’s joining an agenda to deliberately reduce the worlds

population and slow it’s growth is a real puzzle. If money is their only joy, stay back! I don’t want to catch it!
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When their group of self-professed experts were challenged by my multiple friends in public comments, before they did their emergency

release authorization for children, to have a public debate with me, it was ignored.  They would have clearly lost.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting that Dr Kirsch states 50% of the US reported covid deaths are  “actual” covid deaths, yet the cdc itself stated months ago the

true covid deaths are 6% of the MSM reported deaths; ie, approximately 40,000?
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like I’ve been saying from DAY ONE……ABSOLUTELY  NOTHING is going to change until “enough” people, especially kids now

(unfortunately) either become comp disabled or killed.   Just the sad fact.  And I’m not saying the govt, or the medical industry or the

media would ever speak out, I’m talking about the gen pop and what they will continue to experience (horror stories about the jab).

 Because People rarely say or do much, and they keep their heads buried in the hot sand, so their lives aren’t disrupted and/or they don’t

have to face the truth …. UNTIL…. SOMETHING HORRIBLE HAPPENS TO THEM PERSONALLY or a loved one.   THATS IT!  so it’s just going

to take more and more time.   The more time that goes by and the more people go through the horror stories then you might see more of

the real truth start coming out.  IMO
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dandyacct
Joined On 5/21/2021 10:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting comment about smallpox vac's. I got it (everybody got it in elementary school) in the early 1940's. Has the vaccine changed

over the years?
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, I love how informed and impassioned correspondents in the Mercola.com website are. Much thanks! Does the summary below

represent an a good amalgam of what we can communicate in a few words? The " 'COVID' " is a bio-weapon, created in Laboratories of

North Carolina, Winnipeg, Fort Detrick, and Wuhan, China. The " 'COVID' " uses spike-proteins as its principal means of devastating human

beings' respiratory AND pulmonary systems. The " 'vaccines' " were also created in Corporations and/or Universities' Laboratores, funded

by national Governments.

The " 'vaccines' " are also loaded with spike-proteins--along with a few other, principal elements that are also injurious unto lethal. The '

"vaccines' " creates the ' "variants" that in turn further the " 'pandemic' " ... And so the ONLY solution is something like: Stop the Shots;

Leave the Banks; Grow a Peoples-Oriented. This 'Flipping the Script' has 'Nine Links' that folks may Ynd useful, including one to Dr.

Mercola's and Ronnie's lawsuit ... and one to John Clease. donpaulwearerev.com/=ipping-the-script/nine-healthy-links-to-free-us-..
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

‘Such a good piece, again. I love the relentlessly exact and impassioned delivery of hard, compelling facts that Steve Kirsch delivers, and

Dr. Mercola is an ideal furtherance as interviewer. This latest post of mine speaks from the voice of children who are now suffering from

the FDA/CDC approval of trillions spike-proteins into their bodies. It comes to the returning tag-team of Fauci and Gates, monstrous liars,

mad-men, and murderers, in their November 2021 guises, at its end. www.ur1light.com/the-children-ask
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1986 "Unavoidably Unsafe" ( All Vax free from liability) All that was left, is to continue the gut wrenching BS machine as "Safe and

Effective"!  When the US case laws that determined that clearly are not! Thus being Fraudulent High jackings.

 faq-law.com/unavoidably-unsafe-deYned      Blacks law Dictionary A Global awakening will prevail. It can not come fast enough, this we

all share. But it will come. Ps. FJB   A wrath of God is the next best thing to occur as "Unavoidable" !  How's it feel to be #1 on list
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is everyone sticking to the narrative that this event occurred in 2020; traces of Covid were found in Paris and Barcelona in March

2019. In England we had it October/November 2019. I had it from November 2019, terrible hives which covered me head to toe, day in,

day out for 8 months, fatigue and lethargy like no other, depression of the most crushing kind. I thought I would never get well againl. I am

not well yet, but I am better. My other symptoms included nosebleeds, vertigo, falls, insomnia, ear problems, tinnitus and so on..... This

was released well before 2020 or even December 2019. And Fauci is hiding behind the narrative that many of you seem to be committed

to. Round here in the West of England, many people died of a mysterious =u in November 2019.  Namaste.
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DocTwinkle
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:31:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got sick out of the blue in October 2018 with a =u-like upper respiratory illness that was the worst I ever had in my life.  With

herbal anti-viral remedies, I kicked the fever in 10 hrs, but the upper respiratory misery was awful ...the most painful I ever

experienced (a spike protein? maybe?)   I wondered if I was going to make it through the second night of it.  That was only the

second time in my adult life I'd been sick...the prior time was in 1991 and that was a =at-out 24 hr =u.  So in retrospect I wonder.

 I'm in central PA in the USA.  A friend o mine reported her 94 yr old mother got very sick and had to be hospitalized in January

2019 with something the doctors could not diagnose.  

My friend and her siblings and their spouses all caught it and got sick with it, tho not deathly so.  Very much like Covid and just

after my friend got her mother released from that hospital, the hospital shut down in a quarantine to stop any further spread of

whatever it was!  My friend suspected Ft. Deitrick had released something and now believes it may have been Covid or a precursor

to it.  I guess we'll never know. I did, however, contract what was alleged to be Covid in April 2021 (via saliva pcr test run at 37

ampliYcation cycles). Was not as sick as October 2018, but was deYnitely sick despite very high vitamin D levels, good nutrient

proYle, and taking ivermectin.  So lots of viruses can sure look and feel like Covid but may not be, and the PCR test is not deYnitive.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our "Betters'" Dream, Depop. With Vaccine: "We Hear It, See It, Yet can't Believe, Big Philanthropies are There to Deceive, Perhaps a

Course in Logic Construction Will Help Our Minds Form Own Deduction From All the Evidence Past Our Eyes, That Charities can Kill and

Sterilize, Yet First to Overcome P.R. Campaigns We Must Detox and Help Our Brains, Reclaim Intelligence as Rightful Share, Admit We're

Victims of Bio-Warfare" © Alan Watt Oct. 11, 2012 As Alan said in this talk, “You're not living in Disney. You're living in reality and reality is

rather cruel and nasty.” Knowledge of reality is not defeating or depressing. It is invigorating and liberating. “And ye shall know the truth,

and the truth shall make you free.” www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/english/articles/Paedophiles_Philanthr..

 www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Top 10 ways most Americans were conned into getting Covid clot shots

www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-21-top-10-ways-most-americans-were-conned-..
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is nobody addressing the fact that there are idiots giving IM/SQ shots incorrectly.  They are supposed to back the  plunger out a little

to make sure no blood goes in the hub.  This insures that the vaccine (ANY) stays in the muscle and doesn't enter the circulatory system.

 Even Joe Biden had his shot administered incorrectly.
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mjpotts
Joined On 7/26/2021 12:43:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone address the possibility of reoccurring COVID breakthrough infections among the jabbed with the introduction of subsequent

variants? From what I have read the immune system, post jab, is permanently compromised in combating the SARS-COV-2 virus.

However, I have not read anything on this topic speciYcally. A little help as this is a critical discussion point.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He can only run it on alt media. On the positive side, three fourths of Americans distrust the MSM. Many of us no longer get our news

there.
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks more and more like the Convention of States is our only hope...or at least the only way to 1-Limit the power of the federal

government 2-Limit spending by the federal government 3-Force term limits on federal appointees/electorates...short of an all out

national disaster. Anyone unfamiliar what it's about and how to get your state to sign on....Conventionofstates.com   Don't wait!
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_ynngrrdyahoo.co.uk
Joined On 2/17/2021 2:59:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Human Augmentation – The Dawn of a New Paradigmassets.publishing.service.gov.uk  › uploads › YlePDF the UK government or that of

the UK's Ministry of Defense (MOD). ... small, low-powered implant that ampliYes and digitizes the brain signals for broadband.
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Robynhansen
Joined On 11/21/2021 1:55:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alternative media is the only REAL media.  I have many friends who will not debate this issue.  My own son will not debate this, and has

bordered on being disrespectful, until I said to him, "In the end it is your choice, but as your mother I have done everything possible to

expose the truth to you.  I have fullYlled my duty in God's eyes as your mother.  You will have to answer to God for your choice to take the

inoculation, and allow your children to take it." May God have mercy on us all. I have absolutely no respect for Robert Malone. By not

wanting to be too far out there, he is complacent and supports the lies.  Considering the overwhelming data any doctor who doesn't stand

against this medical technocracy is part of it, and should suffer the consequences as doctors did during the Nuremberg Trials. There

simply is no substitute for truth.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctor David Martin - nuf' said
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"honeymoon period" - I haven't seen that used before to refer to the short period when the jabs MAY show their advertised egcacy, or at

least some egcacy.  It's so perfectly apt surely others have used it but credit to Kirsch either way.  This is a term that resonates with

people and needs to catch on in a big way.  It really drives home the point these "vaccines" have a =eeting beneYt, if any.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice article.  I wonder why on earth he said this though: "Maybe we should ask Joe Biden, ‘Joe, if you could give up your life to save 1,000

person-years, would you do that?’ It would be very interesting to see what he says.” It wouldn't be interesting at all.  Completely

meaningless.  Nobody with any sense should care in the least what he would say.  I was just reading some stuff by Vasko Kohlmayer.

 Everything of his I've read is rock solid, which is so hard to Ynd.  Mercola gets a pass from me for writing something a bit off on occasion

- 2 articles a day 24/7?  No human can do that close to perfectly, he comes amazingly close, although I'm sure he has a lot of help, and

some of his articles have different bylines.  Still - incredible job.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of the deaths and other adverse reactions, not to mention the destruction of global economies, the family/friend's social suffering,

pain and loss; for something that isn't effective in a positive sense...just negative everything. It does nothing but kill, maim and destroy.

The fruit of the most evil of minds.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the fruit of evil minds.  What's more distressing is the power society cedes to such evil.  The evil ones will always walk among

us, that's a given.  How the rest of us deal with these monsters determines our destiny.  Mostly throughout history, same as now,

we have come up short, in a big way.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steelj, I'm furious at the people who curry favor with the wicked just because they are rich, famous, and powerful. I guess they

imagine the glam of the evil oligarchs will rub off on them.
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Joined On 5/9/2014 1:39:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting Abstact www.ahajournals.org/.../circ.144.suppl_1.10712
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What part does this doctor not understand that the FDA stands for Fatal Drugs Allowed?!  Oh my, what a Sheep.   Does he really think that

the Government cares about/for us?   Come on.   Plus, stop calling it a vaccine.   Dr. Judy Mikovits calls it gene therapy.
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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They are NOT vaccines!!!  They are death jabs!!!!
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm just wondering here... but wouldn't the shot be deadly for people on blood thinning medications, or could being on the thinners

actually save someone from a deadly clot? I know  people, some younger who take blood thinners..none have gotten the shot and none

have gotten covid.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I can't wrap my head around that one. I've wondered myself. I have thin blood by chose (diet induced) and fear having to get the

jab. However, these jabs. However, blood clotting is a major side effect of these jabs. SO, in theory, being on a blood thinner should

help prevent the life threatening blood clots that occur after the jab. Dr McCullough even recommends aspirin to lessen the blood

clotting side effects of these jabs. I think just avoiding these jabs at all cost is the best thing.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, yep, not taking the jab is the best choice!...I just have to wonder how many of the original seniors who died in the nursing

homes in NY and NJ, were on blood thinners ( I'll bet most) when they got jabbed, and how that shot might have affected their

clotting. I doubt if autopsies were ever done on these people, so that question may never be answered. That's too bad cause

millions are on blood thinners, and that information could be pretty helpful.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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njlady, helpful information is not allowed.  So no autopsies, no investigations, that is all SOP, and to be expected.  Public sentiment

seems to be shifting a bit in our favor, thank God.  But the practices of the medical establishment won't change, and obfuscation

will continue, probably for our lifetimes at least.  They have all the money.  Money buys compliance. As to the bigger picture, so

long as the corrupt medical establishment, including pharma, corporations, government, players like Gates, Soros, et.al. have the

lion's share of the economic power, they will continue to rule.  Somehow their wealth must be stripped from them.  I have no

suggestions on how that can be done though.  Seems awfully digcult.

The media is corrupt because it is actually owned by the evil ones, they give the marching orders.  Politicians, universities, virtually

all power players are beholden to these evil sources for their Ynancing.  How long before they buy Fox News, for example, and it

becomes another CNN/NBC/PBS/MSNBC/AP/USATODAY...... How long before they are able to totally control online content and

Mercola and those like him are silenced?  They are working on it.  Why would they not?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See if you can get an answer on the FLCCC website - frontline doctors.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"jNj" et al, "...However, blood clotting is a major side effect of these jabs. SO, in theory, being on a blood thinner should help prevent

the life threatening blood clots that occur after the jab."

Here is what Red Cross blood donations eligibility says, "Coumadin, WarYlone, Jantoven (warfarin) and Heparin, are prescription

blood thinners- you should not donate since your blood will not clot normally. If your doctor discontinues your treatment with blood

thinners, wait 7 days before returning to donate." www.redcrossblood.org/faq.html  Click on "medications"

All that suggests to me in part as to HOW one's blood was thinned; whether through hard pharma meds. or natural remedies like

proper diet, natural supplements, or even through WHOLE blood (viscosity) donations.

jeffreydachmd.com/2013/04/donating-blood-prevents-heart-disease/  

I would think that those who PREVENTATIVELY took the natural option to keep their blood (viscosity) thin should have nothing to

worry about, while those thinning their blood with hard pharma are raising red fags to Vitalant and Red Cross with risky pharma

meds, that blood banks control to some degree.

And I cannot imagine that one's allopath (alloquack) doctor would suspend the use of their hard pharma blood thinners for a 7 day

period just so the patient can make a productive blood donation??? It's not in their blood...pun intended.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to ask, what is going on? To just say they're con=icted, greedy, ignorant just doesn't seem to explain a fraud on this level. I think

there has to be something else.
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates and his de-population plan in the making.   Plus, the Great Reset is what's going on.   Check out Dr. Pam Popper and her

Make America Free Again web site for helpful tips and groups to get together with the 30% who are using their common sense; and

not buying into all this plandemic tyranny.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's the question, isn't it HG?  Some say depopulation through mass death, some say depopulation through mass sterilization,

some say destruction of democracy and onset of tyranny by those behind this, some say the great reset, accompanied by digital

records for everyone that dictates what we can have and can do.  Just a partial list.  Who knows for sure?  I agree, there seems to

be more.  Exactly what, I wish I knew.  It's evil, but certainly fascinating to watch unfold.  I'm 70, hope I live long enough to see

where this goes.  It's moving pretty fast right now, but it could slow down again for an extended period as they consolidate their

gains.  I just hope to see what happens.  Whatever it is, the public has only themselves to blame.  You don't have to succumb to

obviously evil tyrants, you can choose freedom and dignity.  Unfortunately, that doesn't seem to be the default human stance.
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This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

Contribute any content that is infringing, libelous, defamatory, obscene, pornographic, abusive, offensive or otherwise violates any law or

right of any third party.

 

vidagalore
Joined On 11/21/2021 9:28:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article. I just happened to have run into Mr. Kirsch on Aaron Siri's substack yesterday, and downloaded his .pdf. Thank you for

this in-depth interview, and the links to his site and work. It is very heartening to see all of this information coming out now. The MSM

tries to ignore it but the truth will out. I am seeing that RFK, Jr.'s book on Fauxi is also a major hit. Every person (including myself) that I

know have bought it. Fauxi is an evil toad whose reputation should go down in =ames. It was a pretty cheeky idea to put a guy with such a

criminal history out in front as the face of Covid19, what were they thinking? If he goes down, so does their entire narrative. There are so

many ways to destroy the entire hoax, starting with the PCR tests that don't detect squat, but were used to scare the world into

compliance. And now I see that Gates wants to bring us a smallpox scare. I just really hope the entire thing is becoming unraveled and

that it's not too late.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m not seeing high numbers of vaxx injuries among the people I work with and many are vaxxed.  I’m glad they aren’t being injured. Yet,

the alarmist articles written on vaxx injury are many, however I’m not seeing it. Are the readers seeing vaxx injured ppl personally, as in it’s

yourself or a direct Yrst hand account from a friend or family member? Thanks-
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sun_owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe they got saline solutions and/or delayed reaction jabs.   It would look very suspicious if EVERYONE died and or got an injury

after getting the jab.   Think about it.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kat, according to research by exposeUK into the VAERS reports 5% of pYzer and moderna lots account for 100% of deaths.  And

those lots account for the majority of adverse events.  Also the deadly lots were distributed to certain states.  Watch the interview

of Dr. Jane Ruby by Stew Peters which details these reports.

 rumble.com/voknqd-vaers-reveals-death-by-lot-number-speciYc-states-ge..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My wife still hasn't recovered from her 2nd PYzer jab and she's up for her booster. She says she's not getting it. They will Yre her.

My boss missed a week of work after the 2nd jab and then got covid-19 4 months later. He just returned to work after missing 4

weeks. That's a total of 5 weeks. My best friend just lost both of his Yrst cousins to covid-19. They were both fully vaccinated. Now

you are probably thinking that these aren't necessary vaccine injuries. If you missed work because of vaccine side effects that's an

injury. These covid-19 deaths of the vaccinated are due to ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement). The vaccines were designed

for the Alpha strain. They were about 70% effective against Beta strain. Now we have Delta strain and it appears to be close to zero

percent effective.  

Delta is the least deadly of the current strains. No one should be dying from it, much less anyone that's fully vaccinated. However,

ADE changes all of that. With ADE, your body still has an immune response and produces antibodies. The Delta variant's mutation

is at the spike protein itself and that's the only part of the virus these mRNA vaccines focus on. That's just one protein out of 23 the

virus has. This not only makes it easy for the virus to mutate and be able to dodge your immune response, it guarantees it will

happen. That's why you are not supposed to vaccinate in the middle of a pandemic. That rule was made WAY back when we had

real vaccines that attacked 90% of the proteins on a virus, not 1 protein. So, anyone who got the mRNA jab has to deal with the fact

that they are now primed to get Delta variant and have a more severe outcome. That's not the worst of it. Moderna had been trying

for nearly a decade to develop a nanoparticle delivery system for its mRNA vaccine technology. The problem was the immune

system would attack that delivery system and neutralize the synthetic mRNA before it could get into the cell to program its

instructions. Continued..........
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The part of the immune system that was destroying their mRNA was the "innate" immune system, speciYcally KILLER T-cells TLR3,

7, & 8. So they added another mRNA code to turn off these Killer-T's to allow the mRNA that programs your cells to produce spike

protein into the cells. The problem with that is you are now more vulnerable to Colds, Flu, Pneumonia, food poisoning, bronchitis,

staph infections, mold/fungi infections, etc. We are already seeing this. A University in Michigan is already seeing this. They

mandated everyone had to be fully vaccinated for covid-19 by July 2021.

Now they are in the middle of the largest =u outbreak they have ever had in the history of the school. If people knew why they could

claim "vaccine injury", but most people are clueless as to why any of this is happening. Last, but no least is the Amish. They have

not done anything concerning covid. They reached heard immunity as of May 2020 with little or no drama. Of course, in my mind it

is simple to explain. They don't have health insurance so they do see doctors, don't go to emergency rooms, and therefore never

got vaccinated, never got put on a ventilator, and never got pumped full of kidney-killing Remdesivir. So nearly no one in the Amish

community died. They all now have immunity for life with no concerns over BOOSTER shots!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last but not least, somehow Fauci knew there would be an increase in resperitory infections from Oct 2021 to March 2022 WAY

back in Aug 2020. They sent memos out to hospitals warning of the upcoming =u 2021/22 =u season. It turns out that these

vaccines turn off the life-long immunity all adults have to the RSV virus. RSV infection is a childhood respiratory infection that you

get once and you are immune for life. No need for a vaccine. Guess what is in 3rd phase clinical trials as we speak?? Fauci and

team have an mRNA based RSV vaccine lined up for the masses in anticipation of an RSV outbreak. Only people that got any of the

current Covid-19 shots need to worry. All of us unvaccinated are already immune to it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A man in my church developed Guillane Beri Syndrome. My family members got it and aren't dead yet. But my siblings got horribly

ill for days afterward. My BFF was in bed for a week and complained it felt like she had Covid again. This never happened with =u

shots. These things can't be good for you. And you need one at least every six months. Though some countries/systems are

pushing for 2 months.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

janNjim I’ll be watching my vaxxed coworkers to see how they fare this winter. I hope I don’t catch the =u from them. I’m concerned

about the shedding of spike proteins in my work space- yuck! I’m terribly sorry your wife had a reaction. That must have been

digcult to watch her go through the experience.  Otis101 I will watch the video after I eat dinner. Just got home from work and my

3 dogs want to eat too lol

Sun=owerjanis I read that 1 million or several million doses of the vaxx were contaminated and dumped due to human error & lack

of cleanliness. I love a good conspiracy as much as anyone but I can’t imagine they’d give some the vaxx and some saline unless

they actually are doing a full scale, undisclosed study. Otherwise what’s the point?  Happy Thanksgiving to all! God bless you with

peace and joy!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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My close friend, after her second jab, had full body shakes for hours during the night, vomit, headache, and fatigue.  With a zoom

visit the next day with the local clinic she was told it was an allergic reaction and not to get a booster if one comes out.  This was

several months ago, before booster time.  She still has feelings of fatigue more often than not.  Another friend, in remission from

breast cancer, had cancer return  which included two spots on her lungs.  Her oncologist said it was stage 4 cancer.  Another friend

died suddenly of a heart attack.  Were all of these related to the jab.  I would say yes.  This is in Northern California.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Otis101 I watched the video. It was interesting. But my critical hairs stood up when the lady introduced the idea that red states

could be receiving the more harsh injections. The injection itself is a shot gun affect on society anyway. And those taking it are

largely non critical thinkers overall regardless of education and position bc they chose not to research and weigh the possibilities.

My point being targeting red or blue states seemed paranoid so she lost me there.

And even before we reached that portion of the interview I wondered What happened to the National Enquirer? What happened to

late night infomercials? Am I watching a combo of the two now? There is BS in both camps. I want to sift through so that my

consumption of BS is the absolute minimum, but like all I can be fooled more often than I like. So, I found her information to be

interesting but vague on a grand scale. A few lot numbers does say anything other than what we already knew that some were

contaminated and pulled from the market, yes. Yes. Were the contaminated lots speciYcally distributed to red states? Enquiring

minds want to know- ps: I’m sorry to hear about your friends illness and demise. Our planet has suffered from this entire Yasco

from start till now. Covid is a planetary falsehood that continues to harm everyone and everything on Mother Earth. Bless each and

all with peace, love, good health and happiness.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read that some have studied the VAERS reports and found it's only certain lots of vaccine that are causing the deaths and injuries.

 Can't have everyone affected at once. In fact, the three pharma companies in the U.S. are taking turns as to who gets to kill

people. Eventually, they'll injure/kill more people with the boosters.
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sylwiaewapoczta.onet.pl
Joined On 2/21/2021 4:17:44 AM
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przychodnia-przemysl.pl/how-to-treat-covid-19-in-48-hours-scheme/
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How important are Kirsche's numbers to the issue and can they be used with authority as it seems to me that numbers are a reductive

way to end a debate and modern medicine is said to be a reductive based solution. The fact that no one wants to take him on seems to

show a certain amount of fear of what may happen if they do so is this not important?
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve Kirsch is another Covid warrior whose name we can add to the list of heroes.  Drs. Mercola, McCullough, Kory, Gold,

Lapado,Battacharya, Sunetra Gupta, Kuldorff, Mike Yeadon, Clare Craig, Risch, Zelenko, Raolt, and thousands of other doctors,

statisticians, data analysts all heroes.  Finally a big thank you to Del Bigtree, The Highwire and Robert Kennedy, the Defender.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a veteran, I am just absolutely appalled that it looks like the military has been compromised! The military has an obligation to take

control of the government when all three branched are so corrupted they can not, or refuse to uphold the Constitution until a new

government can be installed, as it is clearly stated in the Constitution! I guess the saying "the only cure for 1984 is going to have to be

1776" might be the only answer after all. The evil satin worshiping socialist fascist communist marxist nazi's will not stop until "we the

people" of the world stop it. All three branches have been corrupted/dysfunctional for a long time, and the most since November 3rd

2020.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those hospitalized with covid then intubated and anesthetized drive "covid: deaths: A recent article published in the Deutsches

Ärzteblatt, the German Medical Association’s ogcial international science journal, shows that after decades of decline, the worldwide

death rate during full anesthesia is back on the rise. The number of deaths within a year after a general anesthesia is frighteningly high:

one in 20. In the over-65 age group, it’s one in 10. According to a study published in the Journal of Healthcare Risk Management, the

most frequently reported anesthesia-related injuries were: Teeth damage (20.8 %). Death (18.3 %). Nerve damage (13.5 %). Organ

damage (12.7 %). Cardiopulmonary arrest (10.7 %).

Anesthesia-related injuries or death can be caused due to any number of errors, including: Improper intubation Administering anesthesia

to a patient with allergies. Failure to properly monitor the patient. Failure to administer oxygen. Anesthesia dosage error. Poor

communication among the surgical team. Nearly all deaths "from covid" happens in a hospital settings.  Intubation requires sedation.

 Older adults and those undergoing lengthy procedures are most at risk of negative outcomes.  Anesthesia kills thousands and its safety

has not improved in decades.
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big47846
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Hospitals are killing people by using fraudchees "remdesivere" , which he gets royalties from. That drug is a bio weapon that

causes people that get injected with it to have kidney failure and their lungs Yll up with water. 1776 coming.
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carolmalaysia
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Bill would nix vaccine mandates Hearing scheduled Tuesday, could be passed Nov. 29 NIKI KELLY | The Journal Gazette INDIANAPOLIS –

Republican legislative leaders dropped a surprise bill Saturday – with a hearing scheduled for Tuesday – that signiYcantly guts an

employer's ability to mandate vaccines for its workers… The proposed language would do four key things: • Require businesses to grant

any exemption requested by employees based on medical or religious reasons. Under current law, businesses can ask questions and

determine if the request is legitimate. • Require businesses that mandate vaccines to provide employees with an option to submit to

weekly COVID-19 testing at no cost to the employee instead of getting vaccinated. This would also apply to those who receive an

exemption.

• Prohibit an employer from mandating a vaccine for anyone who has tested positive for and recovered from COVID-19 for the six-month

period following the employee's date of recovery. • Ban an employer from taking an “adverse employment action” against an employee

because the employee has requested or used an exemption from an employer's COVID-19 immunization requirement. Rep. Matt Lehman,

R-Berne, said the bill is not retroactive and applies only to business decisions made after passage. He said businesses can still mandate

vaccines “but if you do, the employee has some rights.”… journalgazette.net/news/local/20211121/bill-would-nix-vaccine-mandates
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big47846
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1776 coming worldwide.
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jenniferleadulin
Joined On 6/26/2021 4:18:29 AM
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thank you
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Chai Koh Meow: Malaysia Health Ministry Ogcial Dies 8 Days After PYzer Booster Shot, MOH Urges Public ‘Not To Speculate’ MALAYSIA

– Dr. Chai Koh Meow, a Senior Assistant Director at Malaysia’s Ministry of Health has died 9 days after receiving his booster shot last

Tuesday. The 58-year-old unexpectedly passed away in his sleep on November 17th. Dr. Chai had always been known to be in good health

and was present for duty as usual at the MOH on November 16th. Authorities are now investigating if the cause of his death was related

to the vaccine. The Ministry of Health has urged members of the public to refrain from making any speculations on the Senior Assistant

Director's health... Health director-general Dr. Noor Hisham Abdullah said that Chai had completed his COVID-19 vaccination with the

PYzer booster on November 9th.. thecovidworld.com/chai-koh-meow-malaysia-health-ministry-ogcial-dies..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview! Because we live in a country with high Comorbidities (only 12% of our country are metabolically healthy), I wonder at

what stage would the jab makes sense,  how many comorbidities would you need to have?  Is there any data? I received my answer at the

1:22 minute mark
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a good programmer could design a system to deal with the issue of their fraudulant system (VAERS) of reporting.  The people could

create complete records for each patient which they would save locally and the program could continue to submit that until it was

accepted or until they had enough proof of the bad faith of the system to take the gov't to court and win. There's an opportunity there.  

And all of the clients are people who are making money and pay their bills.  And it would be a giant service to them.  At the minimum it

would provide the people with the legal requirement to Yle the reports proof that they had made a good faith effort.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been working on this for 50 years...and to just wipe out 8 billion people in a war dropping millions of tons of nuclear bombs

would destroy everything....and it would take to long to Ygure out we were in a pointless mess and stop.....but this way...the 'slow steady

stealthy' way will kill many who are  so 'gullible'...simply because they 'just follow along' like puppies...an easy mindless kill..but this 'Easy

and mindless' kill would be the Yrst to 'smell the coffee' if it was a a conventional type of WAR.with bullets  and bombs......but this is NOT

a 'conventional' type if WAR.....and this is WorldWar Three...no need for the  'Yreworks' or mess with trashed Cities and destroyed

infrastructures...when billions are dead and everything is still usable ......

Like I said 2 years ago this is an RF Poisoning WAR....to "cull off  humanity" .Not to destroy the  infrastructures.....and RFPoisoning is the

perfect Culling Tool.....just a few billion rotting bodies to feed the animals and a brain trained military to remove any "problems' that may

arise'.....So they involve the brain trained 'medical societies' to falsely "Inform the populations"...its "Covid 19" or some absurd "Mutation"

 to further the 'Mindless Hysteria'....as a 'Logical Reason'  to 'JAB Billions' with and electronic target to make them easy targets.. This is

SO easy to see thru this bullsh!t...all ya need is a old computer to check-up on the FACTS that are in "Your Face"....
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, mrrobb, electromagnetic Yelds damage DNA and enhance the damage of “vaccines! MRNA to DNA. Electromagnetic Yelds

have been shown to affect living organisms at levels well below most national and international guidelines. The effects include an

increased risk of cancer, cellular stress, increased harmful free radicals, genetic damage, structural and functional changes in the

reproductive system, learning and memory deYcits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on the general well-being of

humans.

The damage goes far beyond the human race, as there is growing evidence of harmful effects on both plant and animal life.

Beatrice Golomb, MD, PhD, professor of medicine at the University of California San Diego School of Medicine, wrote in Neural

Computation, says that the symptoms and experiences of a "mysterious illness" azicting American and Canadian diplomats in

Cuba and China largely coincide with the known effects of pulsed radio frequency / microwave electromagnetic radiation (RF /

MW) www.sciencedaily.com/.../180829115456.htm
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robb - if you look at the Snake's investments - you will understand that his goals are distributed in many forms of experimental

technologies - to kill is one act but to OVERKILL is the scattering of many acts so that the net is widened and the KILL is increased
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Stanley.. """if you look at the Snake's investments - you will understand that his goals are distributed in many forms of experimental

technologies - to kill is one act but to OVERKILL is the scattering of many acts so that the net is widened and the KILL is

increased"" Da Snakes investments??? ....like money is nothing ....the US Dollar is just  coloured plastic, Its Nothing...backed by

NOTHING !!! The USA has been 'Broke' for decades......actually  cash is for the common people.. a 'token'..something to show and

tell..phantasmagoria.....and eventually  'snake ' will be just another  illusion...

BUT why waste YOUR TIME watching this putrid actor?...he is just one of thousands 'dancing ' for the mindless feeders....just

another  'Bouncing Ball ' for millions to 'watch'  .....ANYTHING to steer the minds of billions from the Actual Real problem....and that

MAJOR problem is millions of these Directed Energy Weapons that are popping up everywhere..These are what is  gonna be killing

 BILLIONS in the blink of the eye.....and NO Body is doing NOTHING about it..except sitting on their fat asses   gossiping about "

vaccines...or covid  rhetoric ...or...Da snake is getting richer..  yadayadayada....WTFCares???  Wake up!!!
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Guillermou.....yes  3G 4G have done a great job of eliminating insects... as a kids I pumped gas and clean windshields of hands full

of bugs...all summer  there were bigs everywhere.and millions of bird and bats to clean them up...today..bugs on windshields?  

very few.... and what eat insects....birds, bats ,frogs , turtles, snakes  etc etc ......when the last time you seen snake or a turtle in the

wild?  or =ocks of bird.....bees?  maybe a few....and the kids of birds?  many Raven and crows  . vultures  eagles  they seem to be

around...but are scavengers

When is the last time you seen a Orange Monarch butter=y?  a few yellow.and they are not Monarch ....between the insecticides

and herbacides  and 3G4G not much left..kinda sad........but  the world is worring about 'Da Jab" killing off people.....well  when 5G

 and 6G  get up to full power...pumping out untold TRILLIONS of watts of RF at 899 MHz to 300 Gighertz ...people will die...along

with every other living thing within  the range of emitting sources....all depending on the frequency , polarity, wave pattern etc

etc...and ERP out....antenna Gain  means a lot of Radiated power out...wave shape and pattern and yadayadayada......

Earths Militaries have been experimenting for nearly a century on the effects of RF on animals and humans and everything

else.....this has been going worldwide..not just the USA....LOL........Americans think they are the originators of

everything....hahahah..not true.... US 'Newsmedia have done a fabulous job of brainwashing its 300 million 'citizens'  ...along with

the USA forced , mandated  "educational system' of lies and half truths ..........no wonder what 2/3 the usa Rolled up Dem Sleeves"

in a heartbeat...cuz  da tv  said so......LOL ROFLMAO.......
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...........so the RF 5G  and Malathion and Glyphosate and assorted herbicides and insecticides and fungicide etc have done a

fabulous job of trashing the USA and Canada  and many other countries.........and the millions of tons of Fluorides consumed....in

toothpaste  with "Fluoride"    and its in your waters  foods  meats produce fruits  and about everything else  ..killing off brain

cells.....and don't forget the Leaded gasoline that killed  unknown millions  ..  and assorted MAN MADE  Diseases created in some

 sickies laboratory ...and they are out there....and the supposed unknown tons of "fallout"......and the ridicules  "duckNcover'  

 LOL....  And Christmas  Time is near.....LOL...Ho Ho Ho....  and lets play this old-time favourite tune..........>>

 www.youtube.com/watch   YES!!!!!!!   get into the Christmas  Scam........errr....Spirit.........Ho Ho Ho...Get off you Wallet, Daddy...
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Are the non-MRNA/DNA vaccines any safer? Sounds like Novavax might be available in the U.S. soon. Has Dr Mercola said anything

about it?
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Dr. Peter McCullough has stated that he believes Novavax could be a more safe alternative as it does not contain what Moderna &

PYzer contain.  However, there is spike protein in it and so that concerns me.  Would love someone to weigh in....Dr. M?  Gui???
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See my reply at top to Gui. Novavax unfortunately also will be problematic due to the spike protein itself. This vaccine differs from

the ones already on the market in that “it contains the spike protein itself — no need to make it, it's already made — along with an

adjuvant that enhances the immune system's response, to make the vaccine even more protective.”  The problem seems to be that

the spike protein in its different forms by itself is what is causing the negative effects. The 2P mutation patent, also known as the

'070 patent from the research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH NIAID  mentioned in

my reply to Gui, is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in the COVID-19 vaccines produced by Johnson &

Johnson, Novavax, PYzer/BioNTech, and CureVac.

Personally I was never anti vaccine, just always looked through research to weigh beneYt/risk analysis of any drug or treatment I

would consider taking. For example, originally I was among those who promoted the beneYts and potential use of this vaccine as it

did not have some of the potential additional concerns many bring up from some of the other vaccines besides the harm being

shown just from the spike protein alone which urgently needs to be acknowledged and resolved. www.youtube.com/watch
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Here in Australia they claim 9 people have died from the jabs but when you read the doctor reports there are a minimum of 1500
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Isn't it so terrible?  And look at the babies!  My heart just breaks!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 3:33:13 AM
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Australia is devolving and reversing into a PRISON COLONY it once historically was

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 4:18:03 AM
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Is that doctors' reports to TGA?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/21/2021 6:24:45 AM
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Stanlybecker, the Aussies love it. Some say it's because they have no guns. I say it's because they enjoy house arrest and snitching

on their neighbors. A bunch of antisocial misanthropes eager to embrace their new lives as reclusive wards of the state. (I realize

not all are that way, but enough are to force it on everyone else down under.)
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dr Mercola if  i have to choose one vaccine, which one is the less dangerous, im 83 years old, i congratulate you for your great

information...thanks
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DebbyW
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You've made it this far without the 'vaccine'. Why are you still considering it? None of them are safe. All have the spike protein,

either tricking your body into creating it or giving it directly. All have graphene oxide that will tear up your blood vessels and

organs.
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NanaBarbg
Joined On 4/20/2020 9:42:30 AM
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Three and half weeks ago I go my 3rd jab. Late in the afternoon I felt very nauseous and a headache which I anticipated. The problem is

that almost every day since I have been nausea, upset stomach, bowl problems and bad insomnia. I read the article from Dr Mercola

shortly after that time period which listen many problems from the shot.  I thought I saved the article.  Are there links that list all the

symptoms not just the many 5 plus problems?
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